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Abstract
The application of the magnetically insulated baffled probe (MIBP) and MIBP cluster for
studying properties of low-temperature and peripheral fusion plasmas is reviewed. MIBP
operation principles, MIBP design strategy, and MIBP examples of measurement, data analysis,
and interpretation are discussed. The implementation convenience and diagnostic usefulness, as
well as the inconvenience and drawbacks, for studying plasma equilibrium and dynamics
properties, are demonstrated. MIBP determination of oscillations of fluid observables, such as
electron and ion temperatures, electrostatic plasma potential, and electron and ion density reveal
plasma instabilities and waves. Ion and electron distribution functions, and the transport of
charged-particle number, momentum, and energy can also be measured.

Keywords: electric probe, magnetically insulated baffled probe, magnetized-plasma dynamics,
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Nomenclature

B magnetic field magnitude
De electron diffusion coefficient along magnetic

field
Dep electron diffusion coefficient perpendicular to

magnetic field
Di ion diffusion coefficient along the magnetic

field

∗
Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

Dip ion diffusion coefficient perpendicular to mag-
netic field

e electron charge (e = −1.6 × 10−19 C)
Es electric field magnitude
Ẽs electric field fluctuations
Fe electron distribution function (EDF)
Fi ion distribution function (IDF)
h near-probe sheath thickness
Ie collected-electron probe current
Isate collected-electron saturation probe current
Ĩsate collected-electron saturation probe current fluc-

tuations
Ii collected-ion probe current
Isati collected-ion saturation probe current
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Ĩsati collected-ion saturation probe current fluctu-
ations

je collected-electron probe current per collection
area

ji collected-ion probe current per collection area
L probe length
m electron mass
M ion mass
ne electron number per volume
ñe electron density fluctuations
ni ion number per volume
ñi ion density fluctuations
R probe radius
T charged-particle temperature magnitude (in

units of energy)
Te electron temperature magnitude (in units of

energy)
T̃e electron temperature fluctuations
Ti ion temperature magnitude (in units of energy)
T̃i ion temperature fluctuations
v charged particle velocity
V probe voltage relative to the plasma (space)

potential
V0 floating probe voltage offset in equation (17)
Vf potential of the floating probe
VS plasma (space) potential
ṼS plasma (space) potential oscillations
W electron kinetic energy
xe ratio of electron mean-free path to gyro radius
xi ratio of ion mean-free path to gyro radius

Greek symbols

α normalized electron to electron-saturation probe
current

αneE cross-phase between ne and Eθ

β normalized ion to ion-saturation probe current
γ geometrical factor in equation (10)
γe L/2Rxe

γi L/

[
2R

√
1+ x2i

]
γneE cross coherence between ne and Eθ

νe electron collision rate with electrons and neut-
rals

ν̄e average electron collision rate
νi ion collision rate with ions and neutrals
ν̄i average ion collision rate
νei electron-ion collision rate
λe mean free path of electrons
λi mean free path of ions
λ electron energy relaxation length
µe coefficient in equations (17) and (18)
µi coefficient in equations (17) and (18)
ρeL electron gyro radius
ρ̄eL average electron gyro radius
ρiL ion gyro radius
ρ̄iL average ion gyro radius
Ψ diffusion parameter
ω frequency

Abbreviations

ac alternative current
dc direct current
EDF electron distribution function
IDF ion distribution function
IV trace current–voltage trace
MIBP magnetically insolated baffled probe

1. Introduction

An electric probe is a current-collecting sensor, in contact
with the plasma, that serves as a discrete conductive element
in an electric circuit. The probe, whether mounted onto a
probe positioner, or a plasma-facing wall is capable of dia-
gnosing plasma conditions by interpreting the characteristic
trace relating the current collected and bias voltage applied to
the sensing-electrode [1]. Probes can be adapted for diagnos-
ing low-temperature and peripheral fusion plasmas [2–13] and
typically can measure a current–voltage trace or floating probe
potential from which a wide variety of plasma parameters
can be determined, ranging from fluid observables, such as
electron temperature Te, plasma potential VS, and electron ne
and ion ni densities, to electron Fe(v) and ion Fi(v) distribu-
tion functions (EDF and IDF, respectively), where v is the
charged particle velocity. To minimize probe-tip damage from
extended contact with fusion-grade plasma, the sensor may be
mounted flush with the plasma-facing surface or used in recip-
rocated regime.

In the majority of previous studies, unbaffled (cylindrical
and spherical) probes have been applied for measuring [3–5,
8, 10, 12, 13] Te, ne, VS and Fe(v) in stationary low-pressure
(usually less than several Torr) plasma [4, 5, 8, 10, 12]. Probe
theories have since been expanded to higher pressures, up to
and beyond atmospheric pressure [10, 12–15]. Fast sweeping
probes [16–18] can respond to plasma evolution and oscilla-
tion in time-varying plasmas, allowing measurement time res-
olution on the order of a fraction of one microsecond. How-
ever, it may be impossible this way to measure fluctuations in
a magnetized plasma due to diffusion of electrons to the probe
hindered by the magnetic field [10].

In application to magnetized and flowing plasmas, a float-
ing emissive probe could measure fluctuations of the plasma
potential [19–22]. Depending on the plasma conditions, the
hot emissive probe can float very close to the plasma poten-
tial or a few electron temperatures below the plasma potential
[23]. There are several limitations to application of this probe
which are considered in detail elsewhere. However, the most
critical issue of this probe is its limited lifetime due to either
evaporation or sputtering of the probe wire.

In the case of anisotropic volumetric transport of the
charged particles, the relative and absolute magnitudes of elec-
tron and ion collected currents depend on the relative orient-
ation between the collecting sensor access and the transport
flux. Measuring this transport anisotropy can be exploited for
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diagnostic advantage. For example, in the low-pressure gas-
discharge having anisotropic near-cathode plasma, a rotatable
unbaffled cylinder or a rotatable single-sided planar probe can
quantitatively analyze the angular anisotropy of electrons and
measure anisotropic EDF [10, 12, 24].

This report is devoted to reviewing, discussing, and
implementing the specialized magnetically-insulated-baffled
probe (MIBP) and MIBP-cluster design for diagnosing low-
temperature and peripheral fusion (anisotropic) magnetized
plasmas. Operating principles, effective designs, methods of
measurements, and some important results of representative
experiments that employ MIBP comprise the scope of this
review.

Transport of charged particles toward the probe depends
on the sensor-local direction and magnitude of the magnetic
field relative to the collecting sensor access and the trans-
port flux. While an unbaffled probe is useful for magnetized
plasma measurements [7, 9, 10, 12, 25–28], temperature fluc-
tuations complicate the interpretation of unbaffled-probe data
to the extent that floating and plasma potential can appear
anti-correlated. The presence of strategically placed particle-
trajectory-blocking obstacles in the probe construction can
simplify and improve measurement and interpretation fidel-
ity. Accordingly, such a probe featuring obstacles (or baffles)
could be referred to as a baffled probe, as proposed by
Demidov et al [29] and promoted by Chen [11]. Later, con-
sidering the importance of using magnetic field in combina-
tion with baffles for separating electron and ion fluxes to the
probe, a more descriptive generic name, ‘magnetically insu-
lated baffled probe’ or MIBP, was adopted [30].

At the dawn of the MIB probe development, the diagnostic
was used to measure the characteristic ion temperature and the
IDF by suppressing the electron current collected at positive
probe potentials with respect to the plasma potential and by
measuring the ion probe IV-trace or its derivatives for those
potentials [31, 32]. At that time, the functional label ‘ion-
sensitive probe’ was given to the technique. Correspondingly,
the specific probe construction from [31] has been frequently
referred to as the Katsumata probe (see, for example, [10]).
Although the ion-sensitive probe benefits potential measure-
ments, the design and operation are too complex for measure-
ment results of IDF and ion temperature to be fully simulated
and interpreted in detail [10].

While ‘ion-sensitive probe’, as a generic name, reflects the
intended diagnosis for a specific case, the label may be mis-
leading, to some extent, as the collection of mostly electron
current is a consequence of the positive potential applied to
this probe and application of negative potential to a probe
generally leads to the collection of net-ion current. When
measuring other quantities, not directly connected to the IDF,
expanding the capability, beyond ion sensitivity, benefits the
specific diagnosis. To minimize ambiguity, the generic label
‘ion-sensitive probe’ is not used in subsequent sections of
this review. When contrasting performance limitations, we
have kept names for specific MIBP construction, like the plug
[10], the baffled [29], the Katsumata [31, 32] and the ball-pen
(developed by Stöckel et al) designs [33]. See section 2.2 for
details of the probe designs.

Because the MIBP diagnostic is designed for use in a par-
tially and fully magnetized plasma, for its use in unmagnetized
plasma it is necessary to create a local magnetic field near the
probe. As noted in [10], in a plasma without magnetic field or
with sub-optimal magnetic field strength, the local magnetic
field can be artificially created or augmented to support the
magnetic field for MIBP-optimal conditions. In this case, it
is necessary to select the local magnetic field so that it does
not significantly affect the properties of the plasma and their
measurements [34].

To the best of our knowledge, the concept of real-time
measurement of plasma-parameter oscillation using MIBP
(first realized with a plug probe) while electrically floating
was proposed, developed and experimentally implemented in
works [29, 35–38]. This method was extended to the MIBP
(first labeled the ion-sensitive probe) of any design in [10].
MIBP, with its instantaneous signal, dramatically increases
temporal resolution relative to measuring full or partial IV-
traces with any and all designs, including MIBP, of fast-
sweep-repetition probes in magnetized plasmas. Typically, the
fast sweeping probe in sufficiently magnetized plasmas can
resolve the evolution of average VS and other plasma paramet-
ers, but not VS oscillations (ac-only signals are denoted later
with tilde, say, ṼS for VS), because of the limited temporal res-
olution due to reduced diffusion rates of the charged particles
to the probe in the magnetic field (see [10] for more details).

In order to better understand the advantages of the MIB
probe in relation to a conventional (unbaffled) probe, we note
here that a change in the orientation of a conventional probe
also may lead to a change in the ratio of the electron and ion
saturation currents in the IV probe traces [27, 28]. Without
dwelling here on the comprehensive theory of an ordinary
probe, which is described in more details, for example, in
reviews [4, 8, 10, 12, 13], we note that the presence of
obstacles (baffles) leads to a dramatic increase in the differ-
ence between the electron and ion saturation currents of the
MIB probe, as compared to the conventional probe. For a MIB
probe, it is possible to obtain a regime when the electron satur-
ation current ismuch less than the ion saturation current, which
is problematic to obtain for a conventional probe. As a result,
while a conventional probe or their combinations can provide
some, if not all, of the results obtained by MIB probes, their
accuracy drops sharply in comparison with the same results
obtained by MIB probes.

Section 2 discusses the MIBP principles of operation and
design distinctions of typical practical realizations while also
summarizing the operation-oriented, analytical theory of the
MIBP approaches. So far, three MIBP designs have been
used in practice with more or less applicability, model accur-
acy, prediction reliability, and control convenience for spe-
cific plasma types and conditions. In order of development
and implementation to the practical applications, they are the
Katsumata probe, the plug probe and the baffled probe. The
Katsumata probe modifications (the ball-pen probe, and the
divertor-located flush-mounted probe) have also been used
in real measurements. The latter two modifications serve
as examples of simply adapting the geometry of the Kat-
sumata probe’s conducting surface to improve a specific probe
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property. A third example of modifying the Katsumata probe
design is also demonstrated in section 2. The pros and cons for
different probe constructions are discussed.

One of the main advantages of the plug and baffle probes,
relative to the other MIBP, is the experimentally confirmed
ability to use the simple analytical formulas described in
section 2.3 to quantitatively simulate their acquired signal
during operation and directly infer the plasma parameters of
interest. This simplifies parameter profiling for plasma stud-
ies compared to the more complex, and assumption-heavy,
numerical modeling required for some of the other MIBP
designs.

Section 3 briefly discusses three distinctly different plasma
conditions, and the respective chamber configurations, that
have been the subjects of detailed MIBP investigations. They
are (a) the ‘Te/T i = 5 eV/0.5 eV’ low-temperature plasma,
sometimes referred to as fusion-related plasma, found in the
toroidal magnetically confined dc discharge device, (b) the
‘Te/T i = 0.2 eV/0.2 eV’ thermally produced, fully-ionized Q-
machine plasma, and (c) the ‘Te/T i = 50 eV/25 eV’ hot fusion-
boundary plasma in stellarators and tokamaks. The described
devices have been carefully selected to convey the reliable
demonstration of themain features, methodologies, and results
of MIBP measurements in different applications, main prop-
erties and to convey the benefits of single-tip and tip-cluster
MIBP designs.

The impact of MIBP is most unique when documenting
plasma fluctuations and is most conveniently illustrated when
MIBP electrostatically floats for various ratios of the electron
and ion saturation currents. Sections 4 through 7 are devoted to
describing uncontaminated local measurements and sequential
raw-data processing of various plasma oscillating parameters.
As the study of each plasma parameter is discussed in turn, the
range of diagnostic capabilities is appreciated by analyzing the
cross-parameter cross-correlation.

Although these sections do not discuss the dc measure-
ment, and absolute calibration, of specific parameter values of
interest (time-averaged VS, Te and T i, except for demonstrat-
ing the method with T in section 6.2), experience with MIBP
dc-measurements is documented in the literature. Note that the
possible presence of an apparent plasma-potential shift, as dis-
cussed in section 2.4, risks the introduction of non-negligible
dc errors (in contrast to ac errors). Therefore, referring to the
MIBP as potential-specific probes (see [39]) might bemislead-
ing.

Section 4 discusses direct MIBP measurements of plasma
potential fluctuations Ṽs. Plug-probe measurement of Ṽs

was conducted in simple-magnetized-torus plasma [35–37].
Apparently, the first direct MIBP measurement in fusion-
boundary plasma was carried out and presented in [40], which
employed a baffled probe, translating in and out of the HSX
stellarator plasma, in reciprocal fashion, to avoid heat damage.
Flush-mounted, divertor-located, MIBP were later developed
and installed in the spherical tokamak NSTX (see, figure 18,
top, right). Baffled and plug probe measurements of Ṽs in
a zero-plasma-beta Q-machine (electron and ion temperat-
ures are below 0.2 eV) were first performed and partially
published in [29]. Katsumata probe measurements of Ṽs in

the TEDDI plasma device (Kiel, Germany) [41] and, sub-
sequently, ball-pen probe measurements of Ṽs in the CASTOR
tokamak (Prague, Czechia) [33, 39] followed. This section
gives examples of measuring the amplitude of potential oscil-
lations in plasma of various types. Section 4 also outlines how
fluctuations in charged-particle temperature contaminate the
measurement of Ṽs.

Section 5 describes how two proximity MIBP, both meas-
uring local Ṽs, are combined to determine the local electric
field oscillations Ẽs. First-time measurement of Ẽs was per-
formed with a two-plug-probe cluster [42] in the simple mag-
netized torus. Subsequently, a compact baffled-probe cluster,
featuring open (unbaffled) and closed (baffled) probes, was
exploited for highly localized Ẽs and T̃e measurements in Q-
machine plasma [30]. Measurements with two ordinary probes
have been qualitatively compared with the measurements of
MIBP to distinguish different fluctuation modes.

Section 6 outlines MIBP measurement of electron and ion
temperatures. Electron temperature oscillation T̃e has been
measured and reported in several devices [10, 35, 36, 42–44],
made possible by the natural dominance of electron-current
collection over ion-current collection. Ion temperature T i has
been measured and reported in a few devices [31, 32, 45].
Ion temperature oscillation T̃i, on the other hand, requires
regime of the almost complete suppression of electron-current
collection, which has been experimentally demonstrated, for
example, in [46]. It has also been demonstrated that measur-
ing the temperatures of charged particles makes it possible to
correct the results of measurements of potentials and electric
fields in plasma, for example, using iteration schemes.

Section 7 demonstratesmeasurements of anomalous energy
and particle fluxes, arising from low-frequency oscillations
in a magnetized plasma [10, 44]. Those measurements have
been performed in simple-magnetized-torus plasma. In differ-
ent plasma parts of the same simple-magnetized-torus plasma
volume, the charged-particle flow and energy flow have been
shown to have different characters and oscillation natures.
Plasma density oscillations, yet to be mentioned, are discussed
briefly in section 7 because these measurements do not require
the use of MIBPs, but are necessary to quantify anomalous
transport of particles and energy.

Section 8 discusses the extraction of the time-integrated
IDF and EDF, and time-averaged temperature determination,
from MIBP-acquired IV-traces. Non-instantaneous measure-
ment of the IDF is possible in sufficiently magnetized plasma.
EDFmeasurement is generally complementary and could sub-
stitute as a technique should a standard cylindrical probe be
impractical. For calculations of IDFs and/or EDFs, refer to for-
mulas from section 2.3 [4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13].

Section 9 provides some afterword which puts the subject
of the review in a wider context.

Finally, a major achievement of the MIBP methodology is
that the probe can be operated in two modes. First, ‘optimal’
or ‘equalized’ suppression (when electron saturation cur-
rent is approximately equal to the ion saturation current) of
the electron-current collection, while electrostatically float-
ing, enables the ac or dc value of a plasma potential to be
documented. Second, ‘maximal’ suppression (when electron
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saturation current is as small as possible compared to the ion
saturation current) of the electron-current collection, while
electrostatically floating, enables the ac or dc value of an ion
temperature to be documented. Along with these two modes,
the MIB probe in many cases can work as a standard probe,
that is, as a probe with removed obstacles (baffles), enables the
ac or dc value of an electron temperature to be documented.
Over the applicable range of plasma conditions, some uni-
formity exists in extracting useful information from strategic-
ally acquired probe measurements.

2. MIB probe: principles of operation,
constructions and simple analytical theories

Principles of theMIB probe operations are based on independ-
ently controlled, direction-specific, probe collection of elec-
trons and ions. The tested designs, presented here, have proven
operationally reliable and convenient to interpret. Compared
to the open (unbaffled) probe, MIBP’s baffling introduces neg-
ligible effects on unbaffled ion-current collection, while neg-
ligibly distorting the unbaffled shape of electron-current col-
lection in the IV-trace.

MIBP may be a useful tool for fusion-boundary plasma
studies [47–50]. Simple analytical probe theories, that can
describe the plug and baffled probe designs are presented at the
section 2.3. The Katsumata-style and divertor-located, flush-
mounted style of the MIBP family can probably be described
using the formulas for a wall probe [7, 51–54]. So far, this has
not been accomplished and, therefore, the pertinent detailed
formulas are neither discussed nor presented. For the more-
complicatedMIBP designs, appropriately complicated numer-
ical simulations are needed, which are more difficult to per-
form and use. These issues are also not discussed in this
review. Complicated probe constructions, for example, like
bunker-type probes [39], can hardly be referred to, and used,
as MIBP surrogates.

2.1. Principle of operation

In a magnetized-orbit plasma, probe collection of electron and
ion currents depends on direction with respect to the magnetic
field (charged particle diffusion is different along and perpen-
dicular to themagnetic lines) [10, 55–57]. An example of these
distinct collection areas for a cylindrical probe, which is situ-
ated parallel to the magnetic lines (heretofore referred to as a
parallel probe), is shown in figure 1(a) (top). In that figure, the
distinct areas are denoted as the electron and ion ellipsoids (of
revolution). In this geometrically simple case, analytical cal-
culations of the parameters of the electron and ion ellipsoids
are possible [55, 56]. For a parallel probe, electron and ion
ellipsoids will be 3D and extended along the probe. Figure 1(b)
shows electron and ion collection areas for a flat disc probe at
a wall. In the left pictures, the magnetic field is parallel to the
wall surface, and in the right picture it is perpendicular.

For other probe designs and orientations analogous
collecting areas, in principle, could be calculated numeric-
ally. Obviously, they must have a complex shape (although

Figure 1(a). Plasma regions from which electrons (electron
ellipsoid) and ions (ion ellipsoid) are drawn to the parallel
cylindrical probe. The same probe with insulating obstacles (in this
case plugs, shown in green) to cut off of a part of the electron
ellipsoid and therefore reduce the electron probe current (bottom).
Red arrow shows the direction of the magnetic field B (top).

Figure 1(b). Plasma regions from which electrons and ions are
drawn to the flat disc probe (left, top). The same probe with
insulating obstacles (in this case plugs, shown in green) to reduce
electron probe current (left, bottom). Red arrows show the direction
of the magnetic field B. Similar probe, but magnetic field lines are
perpendicular to the wall (right): electron (3) and ion (4) current
collection regions; (1) probe, (2) wall, right figure taken from [51].
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service
Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Technical Physics Letters [51],
Copyright (1998).

the volume from which the electrons are collected must
be extended along the magnetic field much larger than the
volume from which the ions are collected) and can only be
calculated numerically. We are currently not aware of such
calculations.

Placing obstacles (for example, baffles or plugs) near the
probe (examples are shown in green in figures 1(a) (a plug
probe) and 1(b) (a Katsumata-type probe; in this case the
obstacle is a piece of a cylindrical tube), cut off a portion of the
electron collecting area, as shown in figures 1(a) (bottom) and
1(b) (left, bottom). Although such an obstacle is not shown in
the right figure 1(b), it is easy to see that a part of the electron
collecting space can also be cut off by a plug placed paral-
lel to the wall at some distance from the probe surface. Such
obstacles reduce the electron current to the probe. Depending
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Figure 2. IV-traces for different ratios of electron and ion saturation
currents in the magnetized plasma; case Isate ≫ |Isati | (green), case
Isate = |Isati | (blue) and case Isate ≪ |Isati | (red). Floating probe
potentials, Vf, shown with arrows of the appropriate color.

on the situation, this decreasemay be small or very large.Mov-
ing the obstacles with respect to the probe or changing the
probe and obstacles orientation together with respect to the
magnetic field, serve to regulate electron-current collection,
leaving ion-current collection relatively unchanged. It is also
possible to substantially reduce or eliminate the ion-current
collection by recessing the probe tip into the insulating tube,
beyond a few electron gyro-radii [27].

As a result, it is possible to have electron saturation current,
Isate much higher than absolute value of ion saturation current
|Isati | (as it is for an ordinary electric probe) for measurement
of EDF, Te, or electron temperature oscillations T̃e, or to have
vice versa, Isate ≪ |Isati |, for measurements of IDF, Ti, or ion tem-
perature oscillations T̃i (note, that a possibility of such meas-
urements may depend on the applicable probe theory [10]). It
is also possible to adjust the ratio of electron to ion saturation
current between both limiting cases.

Sometimes (but not always, compare, for example,
figures 11–13) the decrease in electron (or ion) current can be
described using the shading coefficient (see also section 2.3).
This can be done when the change in the electron current from
the probe potential with a change in its orientation does not
depend essentially on the probe potential (the shape of the IV
trace for the electron current does not depend essentially on
the probe orientation). Since the computational simulation of
the current in these cases can be too complicated, the verific-
ation of the possibility of using the shading coefficient can be
carried out experimentally, as shown below in the experiments
(see section 3).

Figure 2 shows examples of IV-traces for different ratios of
electron and ion saturation currents in the magnetized plasma,
Isate ≫ |Isati | (hereafter referred to as ‘open MIBP’), Isate = |Isati |
(later referred to as ‘equalized MIBP’) and Isate ≪ |Isati | (here-
after referred to as ‘closed MIBP’). Corresponding floating
probe potentials are shown with arrows of the appropriate
color.

Assuming that electron and ion temperatures are compar-
able in the shown cases, the floating potential is negative and

equal to several electron temperatures for the first case (green
curve), positive and equal to several ion temperatures in the
last case (red curve), but can also include some influence
of electron temperature (see section 2.4 for more explana-
tions). For the middle case of equal electron and ion saturation
currents (blue curve), the floating probe potential may more
accurately represent the plasma potential, without necessarily
being equal to it.

Connecting Vf to electron and ion temperatures is done
more precisely using corresponding probe theory.More details
of interpreting IV-traces with analytical theories can be found,
below, in section 2.3, along with an explanation of why float-
ing MIB probe potential is generally different from plasma
potential, even for the case Te = Ti and Isate = |Isati |.

2.2. Actual MIBP constructions

So far, three distinct MIBP constructions have been developed
and used in experiments. They are shown in table 1. Pros and
cons are also given in table 1 for each MIBP design and modi-
fication.

Table 2 shows two additional Katsumata-type probe modi-
fications used in experiments as well as with one more
Katsumata-type design, which could be useful in the future
research. Pros and cons are also provided for each Katsumata-
type probe modification.

2.3. Theories for the probe currents in a magnetized plasma

For the simple determination of plasma parameters from IV-
traces and/or floating probe potentials, an applicable probe
theory could be used if possible [10, 12, 55–57]. Corres-
ponding theories have been developed for ordinary cylindrical
and spherical probes for some (not for all) regimes of the
probe operations (for regimes of the probe operations see, for
example, table I from [10], which should be supplemented by
corresponding gyro radii). There are also analytical theories
(see, for example, [51–54]) for a flat wall probe, which, prob-
ably, could be used for description of the simple Katsumata
and/or flush-mountedMIBPs, but this proposition has not been
checked experimentally yet.

Generally, the theories should be corrected on the presence
of the baffles, which in the simplest case may be performed by
introducing corresponding shading coefficients, as it was men-
tioned above, but possibility to use this proposition should be
checked experimentally in any particular case. It is possible
to expect, that due to a simple construction, the plug probe is
the best for similar modeling. The possibility of such mod-
eling and demonstration of applicability of the shading coef-
ficient for the plug probe have been shown experimentally,
for example, in [36]. In this case, plugs have practically no
effect on the ion current and reduce the electron current by
a certain permanent factor without changing its shape. Obvi-
ously, if the baffles are too large, this approach may not be cor-
rect. In each specific case, for a certain plasma and the sizes
of the probe and plugs, the analytical theory formulas should
be verified experimentally, as demonstrated, for example, in
section 3.
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Table 1. Various MIBP designs: schematic of the Katsumata probe (top); schematic of the plug probe (middle): (1) ceramic probe holder,
(2) tungsten wire tip, (3) ceramic plugs [36, 45] (middle); schematic of the baffled probe (bottom): (1) tungsten wire tip, (2) ceramic baffles,
(3) ceramic probe holder [40, 46] (left). Arrows B show the direction of the magnetic field. Brown tube is the insolated probe holder. White
arrow shows directions of the collector move for the Katsumata probe regulation.

MIBP constructions Description Pros and Cons

Figure 3(a). Katsumata
probe schematic [31, 32].

Schematic of the Katsumata probe is shown in
figure 3(a). Several more complicated
modifications of this probe, including additional
conducting screens and grids, have been used in
various measurements [10]. The widespread use
of this type of probe for measuring IDF was,
probably, hampered by a design that is
notoriously difficult to model and to substantiate
its reliable operation. The floating potential of the
Katsumata probe may strongly depend on the
probe design [10]. Attempts to model Katsumata
probe (occasionally referred to as a ball-pen
probe) were published [59, 60]. The accuracy of
that model is unknown, especially for the case of
anomalous charged particle fluxes to the probe
immersed in a plasma.

Pros: robust design allows measurements in
fusion plasma; smooth adjustability in the ratio of
the electron and ion saturation currents; numer-
ical/modeling of classic and anomalous regimes
simplified due to flat conductor surface.
Cons: yet-to-implement simple probe theory and
formulae for analyzing the operation of the probe
because numerical methods for analyzing probe
operation are required; the accuracy of numer-
ical methods is unknown, so it may be difficult
to account for various distorting factors, includ-
ing conditions on the probe and probe holder
surfaces after interaction with plasmas.

Figure 3(b). A plug probe
or T-probe with two plugs
[35, 36, 43].

Schematic of the plug probe is shown in
figure 3(b). It looks that this probe has higher
space resolution and lower probe-holder-induced
plasma distortion than other MIBP. The plug
probe allows measurements of IDF and/or ion
temperature [45]. In the electrostatically floating
mode, this probe has measured plasma-potential
oscillation in a low-temperature, fusion-relevant,
magnetized plasma [42]. Such a probe requires
precise alignment with respect to the magnetic
field lines (with an accuracy of several angular
degrees). Note, that plug probes are typically
compatible in low-temperature plasma only due
to the delicate design, while other probe
constructions might be suitable for
fusion-boundary temperature plasma with
standard limitations (e.g. reciprocated probes in
the vicinity of walls and divertor-located,
flush-mounted probes).

Pros: design simplicity enabling comparison with
ordinary probes; cluster-configuration suitability;
compatibility with standard-probe theory if shad-
ing coefficients are incorporated; tolerance for a
probe holder because of lower plasma distortion
even with increased spatial resolution.
Cons: delicate design is too fragile to serve as a
reciprocating probe in the fusion-grade plasma;
the need for precise angular installation with pre-
cision better than a few (several) angular degrees;
the design makes it difficult to smoothly adjust
the ratio of the electron and ion saturation cur-
rents.

Figure 3(c). The baffled
probe schematic [40, 46].

Schematic of the baffled probe is shown in
figure 3(c). In contrast to the plug probe, the
baffled probe design is more robust and is usable
in fusion-relevant plasma [40]. Compared to a
plug probe, major advantages of the baffled probe
are reduced sensitivity to the probe’s alignment
with respect to the magnetic lines and the
continuous adjustability in electron- and
ion-current-collection ratio.

Pros: design simplicity enabling comparison with
ordinary probes; Design robustness, allowing
reciprocating probe movement when required;
tolerant about angular installation; the design
makes it easy to smoothly adjust the ratio of the
electron and ion saturation currents; cluster-
configuration suitability; compatibility with
standard-probe theory, if shading coefficients are
incorporated (with some restrictions), providing
simple modeling and description of the probe.
Cons: design may be prone to errors associated
with complicated numerical modelling when
simple analytical theory is not possible; incom-
patibility with standard-probe theory even with
shading coefficients.
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Table 2. Various Katsumata-type probe modifications: schematics of the flush-mounted NSTX MIB probe [61–63] (top), the ball-pen probe
[1, 33, 39] (bottom, left) and alternative Katsumata-type probe [1, 31, 32] (bottom, right). Arrows B show the direction of the magnetic
field. Brown tubes are the insolated probe holders. White arrows show directions of the collector move for the probe regulation. Trajectories
of electrons (green) and ions (red) are also shown for bottom designs.

Katsumata-type probe modifications Description Pros and Cons

Figure 3(d). Flush-mounted
floating MIB probe for
divertor.

A divertor-located, flush-mounted MIBP is
shown in figure 3(d). This probe has been
developed and installed in the spherical
tokamak NSTX [61–63] and latter in
stellarator TJ-II. Unlike the original
Katsumata probe, this design has a probe
surface inclined towards the device wall.
This is due to the fact that the magnetic
lines in the place where the probe was
installed was also inclined towards the wall.

Pros: robust design allowing meas-
urements in fusion-boundary plasma;
possibility of smooth change in the
ratio of the electron and ion saturation
currents; flat conductor surface could
make it simpler for numerical and
maybe even for analytical modeling.
Cons: ordinary probe theories and
formulas have not been developed
yet for analyzing the operation of
the probe; at present the need to use
numerical methods for analyzing the
operation of the probe, the accuracy
of which is not known; it is difficult
to consider various distorting factors,
including conditions of the probe and
probe holder surfaces after interaction
with plasmas.

Figure 3(e). A schematic
of the ball-pen probe.

The schematic of the ball-pen probe [33,
39] is shown in figure 3(e). This probe is a
modification of the Katsumata probe.
According to the developers of this probe,
the conical collector improves the control of
the transition between full electron
collection and zero electron collection, in
contrast to the original Katsumata probe.
However, the geometry of the cone
complicates both the analytical description
and the numerical model of the operation of
the probe for obtaining plasma parameters
from the measurements [59, 60]. The
influence of various distorting factors, such
as probe-surface conditioning [64] and the
electrostatic perturbation due to the probe
holder for non-flush-mounted probes [10,
12], is also not known.

Pros: according to the developers,
magnetic insulation is highly control-
lable.
Cons: uncertainty in model-based
predictions of IV-traces.
McCarrick et al [1] used a flat-
collector Katsumata probe to docu-
ment the IDF of collected ion col-
lection in ‘Te/T i = 10 eV/100 eV’
fully-ionized magnetized-orbit mirror-
machine plasma supplied by a gas-
injected washer gun.
Pros: magnetic insulation is highly
controllable by adjustment of uniform,
adjustable baffle-to-collector gap;
numerical calculation of IV traces is
possible.
Cons: space-charge limit plasma pen-
etration to a density-dependent thick-
ness of the plasma’s radial profile.

Figure 3(f). A schematic
of one more possible
modification of the
Katsumata probe.

The schematic of one more possible
modification of the Katsumata probe is
shown in figure 3(f). That modification has
a spherical probe surface and could provide
a smoother IV-trace than the ball-pen
probes because it rounds the sharp end of
the cone and removes possible increased
electric fields near it, while providing better
simulation capabilities. However, the
accuracy of that proposition requires
experimental and modeling verifications.

Pros: the collector as a spherical tip
can make the transition between full
electron collection and no electron
collection smoother; robust design
allowing measurements in fusion
plasma; possibility of smooth change
in the ratio of the electron and ion
saturation currents; spherical con-
ductor surface could make it simpler
for numerical and maybe even for
analytical modeling.
Cons: difficult or impossible to make
a simple analytical model for the
probe operation description; in numer-
ical modeling it is difficult to consider
various distorting factors, including
conditions of the probe and insulated
probe holder surfaces.
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The similar proposition looks to be true for the baffled
probe also [46, 58]. In this case, the baffles can also somewhat
reduce the ion current, which does not depend on the angle of
its rotation and does not change ion current shape. This can be
verified experimentally by rotating the probe or by comparing
the measurements of the ion part of the trace with a conven-
tional probe of the same size. However, in this case, the the-
ories may be invalid for some angles of rotation. That is, the
applicability of the theory may be somewhat (but not essen-
tially for correctly designed baffles) limited. Experiments with
baffled probes allow to check the applicability of the analytical
theories and to identify those problems that exist. This com-
parison of the theory and experiments is discussed in the next
section. Possible deviations of experiments from the results of
theory for certain rotation angles are also demonstrated (see,
for example, figure 13).

As it is mentioned above, the application of this approach
to the Katsumata and/or flush-mounted MIBPs has not been
checked yet. The ball-pen and other Katsumata-type probes
with non-flat conducting surfaces may not have the straight-
forward simple analytical theory descriptions. In those cases,
existing theories, probably, could provide only some qualitat-
ive insights into the general behavior of the MIBPs and only
numerical simulations would be more useful. However, the
complex shapes of the ball-pin probe and the flush-mounted
MIBP make this task not easy. As far as we know, the problem
of numerical modeling has not yet been fully solved, although
some useful attempts have been made [59, 60].

The main plasma/probe characteristic lengths (in an
unmagnetized plasma), defining applicability of certain probe
theories, are mean free paths of electrons, λe, and ions, λi,
probe radius, R, and length, L, sheath thickness (connected to
the Debye length and electron energy), h, and electron energy-
relaxation length, λ [10]. In the magnetized plasma, gyro radii
of electrons, ρe

L and ions, ρi
L, as well as the probe orientation

with respect to the magnetic lines are also important.
Two probe orientations, when the probe is parallel to the

magnetic lines and the probe is perpendicular to the magnetic
lines (further perpendicular probe), aremost important in prac-
tice. Below we will discuss the most interesting modes and
related theories that can be applied to calculate electron and
ion currents to MIBPs. In practice, the most interesting for the
purposes of this review and widely applicable for probes in
magnetized plasma is the classic diffusion regime. Therefore,
the discussion begins with this mode. This mode can exist in
a wide range of plasmas, from fusion to cold plasma.

Anomalous diffusion-to-probe mode is also possible for
fusion-boundary plasma, but probably in large machines with
higher magnetic fields only. It may be more likely for the
Katsumata-type probes which normally have greater dimen-
sion perpendicular to magnetic lines, than for baffled probes.

After anomalous diffusion case, we also recall the colli-
sionless and nonlocal (the last one only exists for electrons)
regimes. These modes are apparently less interesting and less
applicable for the strong suppression of the electron current.
The latter mode partially overlaps with the classical diffusion
mode. Note, that regimes for ions and electrons can be simul-
taneously in different domains.

Classic diffusion probe theory is valid for weakly ionized
plasma for the case of ρe

L < R (for electrons) and ρi
L < R (for

ions) [10, 55–57, 65]. For the parallel probe, a reliable separ-
ation of the electron and ion currents may be obtained in the

conditions L< 2xeR and L> 2R
√

1+ x2i , where xe = λe/ρ
e
L

and xi = λi/ρ
i
L. In this case, the electron current flows mainly

to the ends of the probe, while the ion current flows to the lat-
eral surface. In this case, the density of plasma is disturbed
near the probe in the electron ellipsoid (see, figure 1(a)) with
semi-axes R and Rxe for electron saturation current and the

ion ellipsoid with semi-axes L/
(
2
√

1+ x2i

)
and L/2 for ion

saturation current.
The ion saturation current for a parallel probe may be found

as [55, 66]

Isati =
8πeRne (1+Te/Ti)Di

√
γ2
i − 1

(1+ x2i )× ln

[(
1+

√
1− γ−2

i

)
/

(
1−

√
1− γ−2

i

)] ,
(1)

where Di = Ti/(Mνi) is the ion diffusion coefficient along the
magnetic field, νi ion collision rate with ions and neutrals and

γi = L/
[
2R

√
1+ x2i

]
. The electron current is [65, 66]

Isate =−
4πene (1+Ti/Te)DepxeR(1− γ2

e )
1/2

tan−1
√

(1− γ2
e )/γ

2
e

, (2)

where e is the electron charge (−1.6 ×10−19C), Dep =
Te/

(
mνe

(
1+ x2e

))
is the electron diffusion coefficient per-

pendicular to the magnetic lines, νe electron collision rate
with electrons and neutrals and γe = L/(2Rxe). Note that in
equations (1) and (2) Isate is positive and Isati is negative, that
corresponds to currents shown in figure 2. If the probe is short
enough (which is typically correct for experiments considered
in this review), that is, L≪ Rxe, the last equation may be
rewritten as [26]

Isate =
8neR(Te +Ti)

B
. (3)

For the case of L< 2R
√

1+ x2i , the ion density is perturbed
inside the electron ellipsoid. This case may be not very inter-
esting to MIBPs, as it is difficult to regulate electron current
with respect to ion current. If needed, the solution for this case
may be found in [10, 55, 66].

The above equations can be rewritten for any angle between
probe axis and magnetic line. Corresponding equations can be
found in [66]. For a perpendicular probe, the electron satur-
ation current in strongly magnetized (electron gyro radius is
small in comparison with probe radius [10]) plasma may be
written as [27]

Isate =
2πLne(Te +Ti)

B ln [πL/(4R)]
. (4)

The transitional part of the IV-trace may be obtained by the
standard way [7, 26, 55, 67] by relating the potential overshoot
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in the sheath (see [68]) to the particle fluxes to the probe from
the plasma. If β is the ion current, normalized by the ion sat-
uration current, as Ii = βIsati , it is possible to find β for the thin
sheath as a function of probe voltage V for parallel probe from
expression

eV=−Ti ln

[
2πeneRLρ̄iLv̄i (1−β)

βIsati

]
−Te ln [1−β] , (5)

where ρ̄i
L is the average ion gyro radius and ν̄i is the average

ion collision rate, ρ̄i
Lν̄i ≈

√
Ti/(2mi) for xi < 1 and ρ̄i

Lν̄i ≈√
Ti/(2mi)/xi for xi > 1 [65].
Similarly, α defined by equation Ie = αIsate for parallel

probe can be found from

eV= Te ln

[
πeneR2ρ̄e

Lv̄e (α− 1)
αIsate

]
+Ti ln [(1−α)] , (6)

where ρ̄e
Lv̄e ≈

√
Ti/(2mi). Note, that equation (19) in [1] con-

tains a misprint (electron gyro radius is omitted). Similar
equations for the diffusion (thick) sheath can be found, for
example, in [69]. For perpendicular probe equation (6) may
be rewritten as

eV= Te ln

[
πeneRLρ̄e

Lv̄e (α− 1)
2αIsate

]
+Ti ln [(1−α)] . (7)

Since the ions are weaklymagnetized, equation (5) can be used
to calculate the intermediate part of the probe characteristic for
the ion current.

In the strongly ionized (electron-ion collision rate is com-
parable or higher than electron-atom collision rate) plasma, the
electron current to a small probe can be obtained by the same
way as for weakly ionized plasma [51, 55–57]. In this case col-
lisions of electrons and ions with charged particles play main
role in the diffusion. The small probe means that its perpendic-
ular (to the magnetic lines) size is somewhat less than the ion
gyro radius. In the opposite case anomalous charged particle
transport will be the main process (see below).

The above classic diffusion probe mode assumes that elec-
trons and ions are in the diffusion mode and have Maxwellian
distributions with temperatures Te and T i. In the event that the
nonlocality condition is satisfied for electrons, then the cor-
responding equations (see below) can be included in the above
theory for calculating the electron current. Thismay be import-
ant, provided that the EDF is not Maxwellian. We note that the
nonlocal theory for electrons considered below also includes
the collisionless regime. If necessary, the collisionless theory
for ions can also be used to analyze the movement of ions. The
collisionless regime for electrons and ions is also discussed
below.

The theory of classical diffusion onto the wall probes was
also developed in [7, 26, 51]. Apparently, that theory could
be, probably, used to describe the operation of the Katsumata
probe and flush-mounted MIB probe for the case of classic
diffusion regime.

Collisionless theory for electrons is valid for the case when
there are no electron collisions with any particles (including
electrons) in the area of plasma distorted by the probe. For

the case λe ≫ ρe
L and the thin sheath (h≪ R), the criteria for

validity of the theory are ρe
L ≫ L for parallel probe and ρe

L ≫
R ln(L/R), for perpendicular probe (for thick sheath, h should
be inserted into the criteria) [10, 12]. In collisionless case, the
density of electron current to the negatively charged probe can
be calculated as [3, 10, 12]

je (V) =−2πene
m2

∞̂

eV

(W− eV)Fe (W)dW, (8)

where Fe is the EDF in the undisturbed plasma,W is the elec-
tron kinetic energy, m is the electron mass, V is a (negat-
ive) probe voltage and ne is the electron density. The EDF
can be found from electron probe current density, using the
Druyvesteyn formula [10, 12, 70]

Fe (ε) =− m2

2πnee3
d2je
dV2

. (9)

Collisionless theory for ions is valid for the case when there
are no ion collisions with any particles in the area of plasma
distorted by the probe. For ions and positively charged probe
in the above formulas λe, ρe

L, je and m should be replaced by
λi, ρi

L, ji and the ion mass M, correspondingly.
For electrons with positively charged probe (electron sat-

uration current), ions with negatively charged probe (ion sat-
uration current) and very weak magnetic fields, the collision-
less theories for unmagnetized plasma could be used. For the
very thick sheath, the orbital limited motion theory may be
valid [3, 10]. The domain of validity of the orbital motion limit
regime for cylindrical probes in more details has been invest-
igated in [71, 72]. Thin sheath and transition to the thick sheath
have been considered in [4, 5, 73–77].

Laframboise performed extensive numerical computations
of ion and electron currents for the collisionless regime [78].
There are several approximations, that fits to his results
[79–82]. A cross-check of the models and comparison with
results from alternative diagnostics allow us to find the limits
of theories validity [83–86].

Collisionless regime for electrons may not be good for
obtaining cases of Isate = |Isati | and Isate ≪ |Isati | (blue and red lines
in figure 2), as difference in the electron and ion shading by the
baffles may not be sufficient. Regime Isate ≫ |Isati | may easily
be obtained. This regime could be used for measurements of
the EDF, electron temperature and its oscillations.

Electron nonlocal probe theory for weakly-ionized mag-
netized plasma is valid for the case when there is no loss of
the kinetic electron energy during elastic electron collisions
with any particles in the area of plasma distorted by the probe
(plasma with nonlocal EDF [87]). In the plasma, for the case
λe ≫ ρe

L and h≪ R, this theory is valid for 2mρe
L/M≫ L (for

parallel probe) and 2mρe
L/M≫ R ln(L/R) (for perpendicular

probe) [10, 12]. It was shown [10, 12, 88–90], that the probe
electric current for negative probe potentials may be calculated
as

je =−8πene
3m2

∞̂

eV

(W− eV)Fe (W)dW

γ (W)
(
1+ W−eV

W Ψ(W)
) , (10)
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where Ψ is the diffusion parameter. The previous collision-
less case is a part of this regime. The diffusion parameter Ψ
depends on the plasma parameters, and the shape, size and
orientation of the probe [10, 12]. If the cylindrical probe is
oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field, then

Ψ(W) =
R lnπL/4R

γρe
L

(11)

If the probe is oriented parallel to the magnetic line then

Ψ(W) =
πL

4γρe
L
. (12)

Equations (5) and (6) are valid for h ≪ R (thin sheath).
Otherwise Ψ will depend on electric field distribution in the
sheath [10].

In the strong magnetic field (Ψ≫ 1) (this case excludes
collisionless regime), we can neglect unity in the denominator
of equation (10). Then we obtain for the perpendicular probe

je (V) =− 8πene
3m2R lnπL/4R

∞̂

eV

ρe
LWFe (W)dW, (13)

and

Fe (eV) =−
3m2R lnπL/4R

8πe3ρe
LV

dje
dV

. (14)

For parallel probe

je (V) =−32ene
3m2L

∞̂

eV

ρe
LWFe (W)dW, (15)

and

Fe (eV) =− 3m2L
32e3ρe

LV
dje
dV

. (16)

The nonlocal regime does not exist for electrons in strongly
ionized plasma and for ions, since the mean free path for them
coincides with the energy relaxation length.

Anomalous diffusion probe regime may exist in the case
of strongly ionized plasma and a small ion gyro radius with
respect to the transversal characteristic probe size [52–55]. If
the diffusion to the probe is classical, then a situation is pos-
sible when diffusion in the plasma volume is anomalous at
the same time [10, 42, 44]. While a complete theory of anom-
alous transport to probes has not yet been formulated, devel-
opments permit a quantitative interpretation of probe charac-
teristics when analyzing MIBP behavior in some cases, for
example, Katsumata and wall probes (see below).

When the transverse scale of the probe is larger than the
ion gyro radius, the distribution of potential is in large extent
determined by the across magnetic field conductivity [52].
Effect of the transverse conductivity caused by the ion-neutral
collisions was considered, for example, in [91, 92] (ion viscos-
ity and inertia were neglected). The conclusion has been made

Table 3. The main regimes for electrons and ions in magnetized
plasma for parallel or perpendicular probe. For each regime (for
exception anomalous transport), upper cells are for electrons and
lower cell are for ions.

Regime

Conditions of applicability

Perpendicular
probe Parallel probe

1 Classic
diffusion

ρe
L < R L< 2xeR

ρi
L < R L< 2R

√
1+ x2i

2 Collisionless ρe
L ≫ R ln

(
L
R

)
ρe
L ≫ L

ρi
L ≫ R ln

(
L
R

)
ρi
L ≫ L

3 Nonlocal 2mρe
L/M≫

R ln(L/R)
2mρe

L/M≫ L

Absent Absent
4 Anomalous

transport
May exist in the case of strongly ionized
plasma and a small ion gyro radius with
respect to the transversal characteristic
probe size

that the transverse conductivity is very important and should
never be ignored [91].

For the case of anomalous diffusion, see [48, 93–95] for
calculations of the wall MIBP traces. Apparently, if neces-
sary, they could be used to analytically studying wall MIBPs,
for example, such as shown in the figures 3(a) (left) and (b)
(top). The equations from [52] are not presented in this review,
since they were not used to analyze the operation of MIBPs
in the literature known to us and were not needed to analyze
the operation of the probes used in the measurements under
consideration below. Apparently, this theory could be used
to describe the operation of the Katsumata probe and flush-
mounted MIBP for the case of anomalous diffusion regime.

Conditions of applicability of the above theories are sum-
marized in table 3. Electrons and ions may be in the same or
different regimes at the same time.

With the practical use of probe theories in the next sections
of this review, it was found that in sections 4–7, the theory of
classical diffusion works well in all devices with the usedmag-
netic fields. This makes it possible to calculate total probe IV
traces; to compare experimental and calculated IV traces and
find probe configurations for which the theory does not work;
to determine the temperatures of electrons and ions (this was
done in section 8 as well); to find the coefficients µe and µi, by
varying within small limits temperatures of electrons and ions
in calculations; to determine the value of V0 and to determine
the shading coefficients of the probes for electrons and pos-
sibly ions. To measure EDF or IDF in section 8, much weaker
magnetic fields were used. In this case, the nonlocal theory
worked for electrons, and the collisionless theory worked for
ions. Anomalous transport to probes apparently may exist in
large fusion devices at higher magnetic fields and is beyond
the scope of this review.

2.4. Floating regime of the MIB probe operation

Floating regime of the MIBPs is the most important for study-
ing oscillations in plasma. It can be modeled with application
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of the above theories. In a general case the potential of a float-
ing ordinary or MIBP Vf can be approximated as

Vf = VS +V0 −µeTe/e+µiTi/e, (17)

where voltage offsetV0 ≈ 0 in an unmagnetized plasma andV0

in a magnetized plasma may be of the order of electron and/or
ion temperatures (or a combination of electron and ion tem-
peratures). Dimensionless coefficients µe and µi could be sub-
stantially greater or lower than the unity [43, 46]. For a MIB
probe, coefficients µe and sometime µi may include obstacle
shading. The voltage offset V0, µe and µi may depend on the
probe construction, magnitude of the magnetic field and some
plasma parameters. Values of µe, µi and V0 may be calculated
by application of the corresponding theory, for example, from
this subsection [10, 46] and/or measured in experiments [42].
Note, that the sometime-used (see, for example, [33, 39]) for-
mulaµe = ln[Isate /|Isati |] for plasma in amagnetic fieldmay give
a large error.

The voltage offset is arising as a result of the complicity of
the probe IV-trace, which can even have ‘plateaus’ and lin-
ear parts in the magnetized plasma [10, 55–57]. Note, that
the floating MIBP potential is generally different from plasma
potential even for the case Isate = |Isati | not only due to existence
of the voltage offset, but also the fact that µeTe and µiTi maybe
not equal.

It may also be important, that in the plasma there is a pos-
sibility in some cases that both electron and ion saturation
currents can flow to the probe simultaneously [55–57]. That
may not be the case in an unmagnetized plasma, but this case
is, probably, not suitable for direct VS measurements due to
absent of shading the electrons by the baffles. Therefore, for
practically important plasma, V0 may be up to the order of a
few Te,i/e.

That may substantially influence the possible direct meas-
urement of the dc plasma potential from Vf. At the same time
the presence of V0 does not affect the direct measurements of
plasma potential oscillations. In this case

Ṽf ≈ ṼS −µeT̃e/e+µiT̃i/e, (18)

Equation (18) provides a possibility to measure fluctuations
of VS (see the next section) and Te, or T i (see section 6) by
measuring V f. Remind here, that floating MIBPs potentially
can provide study of plasma oscillations, while, for example,
fast swiping probes in the magnetized plasma can allow us to
study the plasma evolution only, but not oscillations [10].

In the following sections, examples of measurements of
plasma potentials and analytical modeling in different types of
magnetized plasma are demonstrated. So far, those measure-
ments and corresponding calculations are performed mainly
for plug and baffled probes.

3. Experimental devices and MIBP systems

To date, the MIBPs have been used to analyze the properties
of several types of magnetized plasma in different devices.

Table 4. Different devices and used MIBP-types.

Device MIB probe type References

Simple Magnetized
Torus Blaamann

Plug probes, their
clusters

[36]

Simple Magnetized
Torus TEDDI

Katsumata probes [41]

WVU Q-machine Baffled/Plug probes [29]
Texas Helimak Baffled probes [96–98]
Stellarator TJ-II Katsumata-type, baffled

probes
[99]

Stellarator HSX Baffled probes [40]
Stellarator W-7X Katsumata-type probes [100, 101]
Tokamak NSTX Katsumata-type probes [61–63]
Tokamak EAST Katsumata-type probes [102]
Tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade

Katsumata-type (ball-
pen) probes

[39, 103,
104]

Tokamak MST Katsumata-type (ball-
pen) probes

[39]

Tokamak ALCATOR
C-Mod

Katsumata-type probes [105, 106]

Tokamak CASTOR Katsumata-type (ball-
pen) probes

[107]

Tokamak ST40 Katsumata-type probes [108]
Tokamak COMPASS Katsumata-type (ball-

pen) probes
[103, 109]

Tokamak START Katsumata-type probes [110]
Tokamak ISSTOK Katsumata-type (ball-

pen) probes
[104]

As examples (the list may be not complete), the MIBPs, their
clusters and analogs have been installed and used in devices
shown in table 4. To demonstrate the capabilities of theMIBPs,
typical measurement methods and some significant results in
various plasma types, three devices with very different kinds of
plasma have been selected and briefly described in this section
to show the use of such probes in a variety of different plas-
mas. These devices, as well as the subsequent studies in the
following sections, are described in the order of their practical
use in experiments with MIBPs. They are (a) a magnetized
torus with low-temperature plasma, (b) Q-machine, which can
create cold low-temperature strongly-ionized plasma and (c) a
stellarator with hot fusion-boundary plasma.

All those types of plasmas may be unstable and contain
substantial/strong oscillations, waves, and global anomalous
charged-particle and energy transport, allowing correspond-
ing studies of plasma oscillation properties. This section also
demonstrates the real MIBPs and MIBP clusters, which have
been used in experiments. Typical experimental probe charac-
teristics and results of their modeling are also provided. The
relationships between floating probe potentials and plasma
parameters for various probes are shown. Thus, the following
sections demonstrate the real MIB probes experiments in the
devices as well as their results from those three devices.

3.1. Toroidal low-temperature plasma

A low-temperature toroidal magnetized plasma has various
types of oscillations and waves, as well global turbulent
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Figure 4. Sketch of a cut of a quarter of the Blaamann torus are to
scale. The major, green arrow, 67 cm and minor, blue arrow,
13.5 cm radii are shown. The red dots show probe positions, +6, left
(outer plasma) and −6 cm, right (inner plasma). Vertical black
dashed line at very right shows axis of symmetry of the torus.

(anomalous) particle and energy transport. In such plasma,
oscillation and abnormal transport research can be performed
to support basic studies. In the plasma, rather detailed exper-
iments with MIBPs have been conducted, for example, in the
magnetized torus ‘Blaamann’ [111] with pure toroidal mag-
netic field with no rotational transform. A cut of a quarter of
the Blaamann torus is shown in figure 4. Basically, this is a
dc (although other types of excitation are possible) gas dis-
charged plasma, which is produced by electron emission from
a hot, negatively biased cathode, located near the center of the
plasma column.

Typical plasma and discharge parameters in the device are
the following. Gas pressure is in the range from 0.1 to 0.5 Pa,
magnetic field is varied up to 0.5 T, discharge currents are from
a fraction of one Amp to several Amps, electron temperatures
are from 1 to 20 electron-volt and ion temperature is a fraction
of one electron-volt. For those conditions, the typical plasma
density may be of order of 1011 cm−3. The plasma is turbu-
lent, with relative fluctuation levels of electron temperature
and density, as well as plasma potential, of 10% or more.

For measurements of plasma potentials and electric fields,
two molybdenum probes with wire radius ranging from 0.125
to 0.5 mm and length varied from 5 to 20 mm have been used
(see figure 5, left) [42]. The probes were situated along the
magnetic field lines at the distance between them of 6 mm.
The probes were short enough and their length practically does
not influence the spatial resolution of the measurements. Each
probe has insulating plugs at the ends of each rod which has
radius from 0.2 to 0.8 mm and made from ceramic.

In order to prevent the most of electrons from reaching the
side surface of the probe, the radius of the plugs supposed to be
larger than the average electron gyro radius. With larger plugs,
making the correct alignment of the probe is easier. Within the
above limits on the probe and plug sizes, experiments yield
consistent results.

This robustness of the results indicates that the basic idea of
plug probe operation works, i.e. the influence of the electron
temperature may be effectively eliminated by the plugs and the
parallel probe orientation. Along with plug-probes, a system
of two standard probes (without plugs), which had the same

Figure 5. Sketch of the plug probe system for plasma potential
measurements (left) [42]. Sketch of the probe cluster for flux
measurements (right) [44]. (1) and (2) are plug probes parallel to the
magnetic field, (3) and (4) are conventional probes parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively. Reprinted left
figure with permission from [42] , Copyright (2002) by AIP
Publishing. Reprinted right figure with permission from [44],
Copyright (2002) by the American Physical Society

dimensions as the previous plug-system, was used to measure
fluctuations which include the electron temperature.

Figure 5 (right) shows a probe cluster for measurements
of anomalous charged particle transport [44]. The cluster con-
tains two parallel plug probes (1) and (2), similar to shown in
figure 5 (left). Compared to the cluster shown in the left figure,
it also contains an ordinary cylindrical parallel probe (3) and
a perpendicular cylindrical probe (4). In this cluster, the plug
probes have been used for plasma potential and electric field
measurements. The parallel cylindrical probe allows to obtain
electron temperature measurements, while the perpendicular
probe could measure plasma density oscillations.

As an example, figure 6 shows an experimental plug probe
IV-trace [42] in the plasma with following conditions: helium
gas pressure is 0.35 Pa, B = 0.15 T, ne = 2 × 1011 cm−3,
Te = 2.5 eV and T i = 0.22 eV. The probe had R = 0.125 mm,
L = 18 mm and plug radius was 0.5 mm. In the described
experiments, both ion and electron currents may be described
as governed by classical diffusion for a small probe in a weakly
ionized, magnetized plasma and probe IV-trace can be simu-
lated by equations (1), (2), (5) and (6) [42, 44].

The result of the calculations is shown in figure 6 by the full
curve. In this calculation, to include the influence of baffles,
electron current, given by the theory, was reduced to fit the
experimental value. A comparison of the experimental results
from the plug and conventional parallel probes demonstrates
that the plugs could lead to the observed reduction of the elec-
tron current.

Figure 7 shows the measured shift of the floating potential
from the plasma potential as a function of the electron temper-
ature (dots). This dependence is well approximated by a linear
function (solid line)

Vf = VS + 1.1− 0.4Te/e [in Volts] . (19)

The relation yields µe = 0.4 and V0 = 1.1V. It is seen that
nonlinearity is weak and taking µe as a constant is a very good
approximation.
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Figure 6. Typical experimental plug probe IV-trace (dots) in helium
with pressure of 0.35 Pa and magnetic field B = 0.15 T. Calculated
IV-trace (full line). V f is taken as zero. Electron saturation current is
positive and ion saturation current is negative [42]. Adapted from
[42], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Figure 7. Measured voltage shift of the plug probe as a function of
Te (dots). Approximation of Vf by a linear function (solid line).
B = 0.15 T [42]. Adapted from [42], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

It was demonstrated that, as ion temperature is much lower
than electron temperature and the influences of T i on themeas-
urements is negligible, ion temperature should not to be con-
sidered for modeling and experiments. In this situation it may
be convenient for measurements of plasma potential oscilla-
tions to choose regime Isate ≪ |Isati | (about five times in figure 6),
which lead to reduction of µe considerably lower than unity.

For an ordinary cylindrical probe formula, similar to
equation (19), is also valid [10]. To demonstrate that, for per-
pendicular probe and plasma parameters are: helium pressure
p= 0.3 Pa, plasma density ne = 3× 1017 m3 and the ion tem-
perature T i = 0.2 eV, in the same torus it was obtained exper-
imentally that

Vf = VS + 2.2− 4.6Te/e [in Volts] . (20)

So, there is a large difference with formula (17) in µe and
V0. Corresponding measurements are shown in figure 8.

Figure 8. Experimental measurements of V f for perpendicular
cylindrical probe with R = 0.25 mm and L = 5 mm in magnetic
field B = 0.15 T (dots). Approximation of Vf by a linear function
(solid line) [10]. Adapted from [10], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of WVU Q-machine [30]: the
grounded hot plate (1), the four-probe cluster (2), the
mesh-electrode (3), and a solid terminating electrode, which can
also work as the second hot plate (4).

Below in the following sections related to the Blaamann
device, we refer to the probe positions along the diameter of
the cross section of the torus r from 0 (center of the cross
section) to +13.5 cm as outer plasma positions and from 0
to −13.5 cm as inner plasma positions, respectively.

Thus, the simple magnetized torus Blaamann creates a
low-temperature plasma with electron temperature of several
electron-volts and ion temperature of several tenths of one
electron-volt. The degree of ionization in such a plasma is of
the order of magnitude of a fraction of 1% or less. The oper-
ation of the plug probes and their clusters is well described
by the theory for classical diffusion of charged particles for a
small probe in a weakly ionized, magnetized plasma, which
makes it possible to calculate the probe IV-traces, the floating
probe potentials and to estimate the influence of the temperat-
ures of charged particles on measurements.

3.2. Strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasma

The measurements of plasma oscillations in strongly ion-
ized magnetized plasma has been conducted in WVU Q-
machine [30]. The Q-machine has the steady-state barium
plasma column of 3 m length. The schematic of the experi-
mental device is presented in figure 9.
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Plasma is produced by surface ionization on a grounded,
hot, rhenium-coated tungsten 10 cm diameter plate (1). At the
opposite end of the device, at the distance of 10 cm before the
terminating electrode (4), which can also work as the second
hot plate, and a 2.5 cm diameter bias-able mesh-electrode (3)
is placed perpendicular to the axis of the tube. Typical electron
and ion temperatures are Te ≈ Ti ≈ 0.15− 0.20 eV and mag-
netic fields B = 0.05–0.3 T. Average gyro radius for electrons
ρe
L = 0.005 mm and for ions ρi

L = 2.8 mm (for B = 0.3 T).
The measurements have been conducted with a baffled

probe and a baffled probe cluster, shown in figure 10. The
baffled probe holder had outer diameter of 7.9 mm and inner
diameter of 4.8 mm. The width and length of each gap in the
probe holder were 3.8 mm and 7 mm, correspondingly. The
probe rode had diameter of 2.4 mm and protruding length of
5 mm. The probe axis was oriented perpendicular to magnetic
field. The probe was rotated at different baffle rotation angles
φ so that φ = 0 corresponds situation shown in figure 3(c).
Accordingly, if two diametrically opposite probe holder gaps
intersected the same magnetic line, the angle was 90◦ or 270◦.

The probe cluster had the following dimensions. Outer dia-
meter of the four-bore tube (C) was 2.8 mm and diameter
of each bore was 0.5 mm. The four-bore tube has length of
10 mm. The outer diameter of the single bore tube was 6.4 mm
and its inner diameter was 3.2 mm. The width and length of
each gap in the outer tube were 2 mm and 5 mm, correspond-
ingly. Malleable 0.050mm radius gold wire was tightly wound
(no gaps between turns) over the ceramic tube corners to form
a flat, plasma-facing, current-collection sensor. Four turns of
the gold wire served as each baffled probe tip.

The cluster axis was oriented perpendicular to magnetic
field. The cluster was rotated so that two diametrically oppos-
ite probe tips intersected the same magnetic line. For this
cluster orientation, these two baffled probes are open since
electrons had full access to the probe from one direction. One
open probe faces the plasma source (1) and the other open
probe faces the mesh (3). The other two baffled probes in
the cluster are closed since electron access to the probe was
minimal.

The cluster axis was oriented perpendicular to magnetic
field. The cluster was rotated so that two diametrically oppos-
ite probe tips intersected the same magnetic line. For this
cluster orientation, these two baffled probes are open since
electrons had full access to the probe from one direction. One
open probe faces the plasma source (1) and the other open
probe faces the mesh (3). The other two baffled probes in
the cluster are closed since electron access to the probe was
minimal. More details about the probe cluster can be found
in [30].

Typical experimental IV-traces for MIB probe shown in
figure 10 (left) for magnetic field B= 0.3 T and different baffle
rotation angles φ are shown in figures 11–13. It is seen that
for angles between about 0◦ and 35◦ and between about 55◦

and 90◦ probe IV- traces have well pronounced saturation. For
angles in the vicinity of 45◦, a maximum appears in the region
of the beginning electron saturation current (see, figure 13).

Due to symmetry the same is valid for corresponding angles
in the range 90◦–360◦. The nature of the maximum is unclear

Figure 10. Photograph of a baffled probe [46] (left). Sketch of the
baffled probe cluster [30]: collection wire (A), short four-bore
ceramic tube (B), four-bore ceramic tube (C), outer single-bore
ceramic tube (D) and baffles (E). In the sketch, the four-bore tubes
of the cluster shifted out of outer tube to demonstrate the probe
construction. Reprinted from [30], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

Figure 11. Measured baffled probe IV-trace for φ = 90◦ (upper
solid curve) and φ = 60◦ (lower solid curve). Modeled IV-trace
(dots). B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

and requires further investigation. Note, that for ordinary cyl-
indrical probes in magnetized plasma, there are also IV-traces
with maxima at certain conditions [46]. Thus, from figures it is
seen that by rotation, the probe allows us to obtain various ratio
between electron and ion saturation current. In the investigated
cases the change of current ratio may be different by factor of
2200 due to rotation.

Modeling the probe current has been performed with the
classic diffusion probe theory (see, section 2.3). Results of the
modeling are shown in figures 11 and 12 by dots. When cal-
culating the IV-traces, the electron and ion saturation currents
were adjusted to match the experimental currents. It is seen,
that the theory and experiments give very consistent results.
There are no calculations for figure 13, In this case the simple
theory cannot describe maximum on the electron saturation
current. Such phenomena occur when the edge of the baffle
crosses the magnetic line passing through the probe. In this
case, the flow of electrons begins to overlap with the baffle,
and there is a redistribution of currents between the baffle and
the probe.
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Figure 12. Measured baffled probe IV-trace for φ = 30◦ (upper
solid curve) and φ = 0◦ (lower solid curve). Modeled IV-trace
(dots). B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 13. Measured baffled probe IV-trace for φ = 40◦ (upper
solid curve). B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

A change in the probe potential leads to a different degree
of current overdistribution and cannot be described by a sim-
plified theory that considers only the shading effect of the par-
tition. Therefore, angles between 35◦ and 55◦ cannot be used
for measurements and should be excluded from consideration,
as they give large and uncontrollable errors.

Figure 14 shows examples of experimental and calculated
floating probe potential for the magnetic field of 0.3 T. It is
seen that the floating probe potential behavior is rather well
reproduced by the model, for exception of angles between 35◦

and 55◦, where the floating potentials for these angles, indic-
ated by red dots, fall out of the smooth manners for the poten-
tials, shown by red dashed curve (best visible for angle of 50◦).
That is, for those angles, where the simple probe theory is not
valid, as discussed above.

The theory also allows calculation of coefficients from
equations (17) and (18). That provides a possibility to analyze
results of measurements of floating probe potentials and sub-
tract information about plasma potential and electron and ion

Figure 14. Experimental (small red dots) and calculated (big blue
dots) floating probe potential Vf with respect to the rotation angle
for B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 15. Coefficients µe (small red dots) and µi (large blue dots),
calculated for the baffled probe with diffusion theory. B = 0.3 T
[46]. Note, that for Isate = |Isati |, µe ̸= µi.

temperature oscillations as described in the following sections.
The results of modeling are shown in figures 15 and 16.

Figure 16 shows examples of calculations of the floating
probe potential with respect to the electron temperature for
T i = 0.16 eV for Isate = 100|Isati | and with respect to the ion tem-
perature for Te = 0.16 eV for Isati = 10|Isate |. It is demonstrated,
that for lower curve µe = 6.2 and for upper curve µi = 3.4.
Comparison the calculated probe potentials and corresponding
linear dependences shown in figure 16 shows that the variation
ofV f is practically linear for changing temperature within 75%
of the real temperature value.

Thus, the Q-machine creates a rather cold low-temperature
plasma with electron and ion temperatures of the order of a
small fraction of one electron-volt. This plasma is strongly
ionized. The operation of the proposed MIB probes and their
clusters is well described by the theory for classical diffu-
sion of charged particles, which makes it possible to calculate
the probe characteristics, the potentials of the floating probes
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Figure 16. Model floating probe potential with respect to Te for
T i = 0.16 eV (lower curve) and with respect to T i for Te = 0.16 eV
(upper curve). For lower curve µe = 6.2 and Isate /|Isati | = 100; for
upper curve µi = 3.4 and Isate /|Isati | = 0.1 [46]. [46] John Wiley &
Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 17. The stellarator vacuum chamber. The four field-period
shape is readily apparent [112]. Reprinted with permission from
[113], Copyright (1999) by IEEE.

and to estimate the influence of the temperatures of charged
particles on measurements.

3.3. Hot fusion-boundary plasma

MIB probes have been used in a variety of fusion-boundary
plasmas. The measurements of plasma oscillations in a
hot fusion-boundary strongly-ionized magnetized plasma has
been conducted in a plasma of the stellarator HSX [40, 112].
The vacuum chamber of the stellarator is shown in figure 17. It
has a very complicated shape. The dimensions and other tech-
nical data for HSX can be found in [112].

Some probe designs with baffles used in various fusion-
related devices are shown in figure 18. For contrast, because it
is not technically a MIBP, a Mach probe with a baffle, widely
used in the fusion research [10], is also shown (bottom, right).
This probe, along with other probes, was used for plasma stud-
ies in the START spherical tokamak. Detailed probe studies
in that tokamak have not been comprehensively published yet
and the authors of this review plan to do this in a future article.

Figure 18. Photographs of the reciprocated baffled probe for
fusion-boundary plasma of HSX stellarator [40] (top, left); four wall
baffled probes (their schematic is in figure 3(d)), at divertor plate of
spherical tokamak NSTX [61–63] (top, right); a probe cluster for
tokamak ST40 [106] (bottom, left). A Mach probe with a baffle,
used in the START spherical tokamak [110], is also shown (bottom,
right). Adapted from [40], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

The baffled probe used in the stellarator HSX is shown in
figure 18 (top, left). In the figure the boron nitride probe holder
has outer diameter of 2mm. The slot width and depth are 1mm
and 2 mm, correspondingly. The tungsten probe tip has the
diameter of 0.75 mm and is recessed back for 1 mm from the
far end of the boron nitride baffles. The probe holder has length
of 2 cm and connected to a piece with the diameter of 1.26 cm.
The total length of the exposed boron nitride part is 6 cm and
that part is held by a stainless-steel tube.

This tube runs inside a bellows assembly and is held by a
vacuum rotary feedthrough, which is attached to a translation
stage outside the vacuum vessel. The discharges produced by
HSX in hydrogen are heated by 50 kW of second harmonic
(28 GHz at B = 0.5 T) electron cyclotron resonance heating
power using a gyrotron. The typical central averaged electron
densities are in range from 0.5 to 2× 1012 cm−3. Typical cent-
ral electron temperature is of the order of 500 eV. The elec-
tron temperature could be measured by Thomson scattering
method.

From the standard Langmuir probe measurement, it was
found that the edge densities are less than 50% of the cent-
ral averaged densities, Te ⩽ 40 eV and T i ⩽ 25 eV. For
those parameters, ion and electron gyro radii are estimated as
ρi
L < 1.4 mm and ρe

L < 40 µm, respectively. To make radial
scans with the Langmuir probe or one orientation of the baffled
probes many discharges are required. Each discharge lasts
about 50 ms [40].

Typical probe IV-trace for the equalized baffled probe is
shown in figure 19 [40]. As usually for the equalized probe
Isate ≈ Isati . In figure 19 floating probe potential is taken as
zero. In the regime shown in figure 19, there is a classical
diffusion of charged particles to the tip of the probe [46]
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Figure 19. Smoothed IV-traces for equalized baffled probe. Vf is
taken as zero [40]. Experimental curve (red small dots) and
modeled curve (blue large dots). For the calculations the following
plasma parameters were taken: Te = 31 eV, Ti = 22 eV and
ne = 6 ×1011 cm−3.

(see section 2.3). In similar regimes, the voltage shift V0 can
be a certain combination of electron and ion temperatures. In
this work, this issue has not been studied in detail, although it
is clear that the equalizing probe can hardly be used for direct
measurements of plasma potentials.

Calculations, using the formulas of classical diffusion,
makes it possible to determine the dependence of fluctuations
in the potential of a floating probe on the plasma potential and
fluctuations in the temperatures of electrons and ions. Under
the investigated conditions for an open probe, this formula has
the form

Ṽf = ṼS − 3.3× T̃e + 0.7× T̃i. (21)

For an equalized probe, the formula is given as

Ṽf = ṼS − 0.9× T̃e + 1.2× T̃i. (22)

For the case shown in figure 19, measured Te = 31 eV,
Ti = 22 eV and ne = 6 ×1011 cm−3.

Thus, the stellarator has near-wall hot plasma with an elec-
tron temperature equal to or below 40 eV and an ion temperat-
ure of no more than 25 eV. Plasma is substantially ionized.
Due to the high plasma temperature, a reciprocating probe
design should be used in experiments with measurement time
of 50 ms. The operation of the proposed MIBP is described
by the theory of classic diffusion of charged particles, which
allows us to calculate the characteristics of the probe, the
potentials of the floating probe, and also to evaluate the influ-
ence of the temperature of charged particles on measurements.

4. Measurements of electric potential oscillations

Measurement of space potential oscillations is a priority task
for studying various types of instabilities, waves and the asso-
ciated transport of particles and energy in the magnetized
plasma. Sometimes, for measurements of the plasma poten-
tial oscillations, direct measurements of the floating conven-
tional probe potentials are used [10]. Generally speaking, from
equations (17) and (18), it follows that such measurements
are possible and reliable in the case of absence or a very
small value of the charged particle temperature fluctuations
only. Note, that in some plasmas Te ≫ T i and it is possible
mainly consider the electron temperature fluctuations, since
their influence is much greater than the effect of the ion tem-
perature. Then, in the case of application of ordinary probes
for measuring the amplitude of plasma potential oscillations
with an expected accuracy of, for example, 10%, the amp-
litude of the oscillations of the electron temperature should not
exceed about a few (two or three) percent of the amplitude of
the plasma potential oscillations, since equation (18) includes
term with µeT̃e/e. In a general case, the term µiT̃i/e should
also be considered.

If for the direct measurements of the plasma potential
oscillations, the closed or the equalized MIBPs are used, the
measurement errors (with respect to ordinary probes) can be
decreased by a factor of between 5 and 10 (or sometimes
even more), as can be seen, for example, from equations (19),
(20) and figure 15. Therefore, for a direct measurement of the
plasma potential oscillations, the use of MIBP is always much
more reliable and preferable than using conventional probes.
Note, that equation (17) also includes a term with a constant
offset voltage V0, which is absent in equation (18). Since the
voltage shift V0 can be equal to several sum of electron and
ion temperatures, direct measurement of the absolute value of
probe potentials by this method may be not always practical.

So, it can be expected that the accuracy of measuring the
plasma potential oscillations with a MIBP can be significantly
higher than the accuracy of measuring the absolute value of
the plasma potential and, in this section below, we will dis-
cuss mainly the measurement of plasma potential oscillations.
In some cases, the error in measuring the plasma potential
oscillations by the MIBP becomes acceptable and does not
require further correction. To estimate the measurement accur-
acy, onemay use the calculations using the probe theories from
section 2.3 (not for all MIB probe designs). That is, in order
to study the error in measuring the oscillations of the plasma
potential, it is necessary to measure other plasma paramet-
ers, which are considered in the following sections. Thus, the
estimations of the errors in measuring the plasma potentials
are carried also over to the subsequent sections.

We only point out here that in the simplest case to know
how much the fluctuations in the temperature of electrons or
ions affect direct measurements of the plasma potential fluc-
tuations, it is possible to compare measurements with a closed
or equalized probe and an open probe, with different ratios
of electron and ion saturation currents. For exact isolation
of the component of the oscillations of the plasma potential,
generally it may be necessary to analyze the oscillations of
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Figure 20. Amplitude spectra of potential oscillations VS obtained
from two closed plug probes. The probe position r = +6 cm
(bottom pair of lines) and r = −6 cm (top pair of lines) [42].
Adapted from [42], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

the temperature of electrons and ions. To do that, the meas-
uring cross-phases and coherencies between MIBP and stand-
ard probe oscillations may be necessary (see also some more
details in sections 5 and 6).

Thus, this section briefly describes direct measurements of
plasma potential fluctuations in the plasma devices depicted in
section 3. For this, plug-probes, baffled probes and associated
probe clusters have been used. This section provides examples
of measurements of the potential oscillation amplitude in vari-
ous plasmas. At the same time, this section does not provide
specific errors in measuring oscillations of the plasma poten-
tial as a result of oscillations of the temperature of charged
particles, while formulas relating these errors to fluctuations
of the electron and ion temperatures are discussed.

4.1. Toroidal low-temperature plasma

Measurements of plasma potentials in toroidal low-
temperature plasma have been conducted and published, for
example, in [10, 36, 42, 44]. Figure 20 shows typical experi-
mental amplitude spectra of the plasma potential oscillations
VS, obtained from the cluster with two-closed-plug probe,
shown in figure 5 on the left, at positions+6 cm (outer plasma)
and−6 cm (inner plasma). Of course, in reality these aremeas-
urements of the potential of a floating closed plug probe under
the assumption that fluctuations in the temperature of charged
particles do not play a significant role. The figures show two
curves obtained from different probes, whichmakes it possible
to evaluate the errors arising from imperfect manufacturing
of the probes and cluster itself. It allows to make sure that
the measurements are carried out with sufficient quality and
convincingness.

Both probes were used in a mode when the ion saturation
current is about five times greater than the electron saturation

current, that is, in a mode similar to that shown in figure 6.
Since the electron temperature under experimental conditions
was much higher than the ion temperature, in equations (17)
and (18), the ion temperature or its fluctuations could be neg-
lected and equation (19) and (20) have to be used. The last
equation shows how temperature fluctuations affect measure-
ments of the plasma potential fluctuations.

It is seen, that in this case, the effect of the electron tem-
perature on plasma potential oscillation measurements with a
closed probe decreases by factor of 11.5 of magnitude in com-
parison with the open probe. If both probes are well aligned,
the signals from the two probes are very similar in magnitude,
as shown by curves 1 and 2 in figure 20. Note also, that it
is demonstrated experimentally that acceptable misalignment
depends on the probe length and plug sizes. For probes used
in presented measurements, misalignment up to three angu-
lar degrees in any angular direction is acceptable for reliable
measurements. At the same time, the angular deviation of
the probe from the magnetic line by an angle of six angular
degrees could lead to a discrepancy between the signals meas-
ured by the well aligned probe and by different probes in the
used cluster by 20%–40% [42].

For the measured conditions, the plasma potential oscilla-
tion spectra of have two peaks at about 1.5 and 4 kHz for the
position +6 cm and the only one peak at 1.5 kHz (the peak at
4 kHz is hardly visible) for the position −6 cm. That allows
us to assume the simultaneous presence of different oscilla-
tion modes in the outer and inner parts of the plasma torus. To
obtain more detailed information on the oscillations present
in the plasma and their modes, detailed measurements of tem-
perature fluctuations and phase relations between the oscilla-
tions of various plasma parameters are needed. This will be
done in sections 5 and 6. This will also allow correcting the
measured fluctuations in the plasma potential and making the
measurements more accurate by using, for example, an iterat-
ive method.

4.2. Strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasma

The measurements of the plasma potential fluctuations in cold
low-temperature strongly ionized plasma have been carried
out in the WVU Q-machine [29, 30, 46]. For the measure-
ments, single baffled probes and baffled probe clusters have
been used. Figures 21 and 22 shows the results of such meas-
urements with the single baffled probe, shown in figure 10
(left).

Since the temperatures of ions and electrons in this plasma
are approximately the same, it is optimal to choose a regime
of the equalized probe for the measurements. This is done to
reduce the possible influence of the ion temperature on the
measurements since here, in contrast to the toroidal plasma,
fluctuations in the ion temperature can affect the measure-
ments of the plasma potential even with a small increase in
the ion saturation current. So, under investigated conditions
for the equalized baffled probe, Ṽf is equal to

Ṽf ≈ ṼS − 1.1× T̃e + 0.9× T̃i. (23)
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Figure 21. Amplitude spectra of the plasma potential fluctuations
for equalized baffled probe, B = 0.1 T [46]. [46] John Wiley &
Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 22. Amplitude spectra of the plasma potential fluctuations
for equalized baffled probe, B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley &
Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

This equation shows how the electron and ion temperature
fluctuations affect measurements of plasma potential fluctu-
ations.

Thus, figures 21 and 22 show amplitude spectra of the
floating baffled probe potentials for case Isate ≈ Isati and differ-
ent magnetic fields. It can be seen from the figures that the
nature of the spectra and, therefore, the type of oscillations
strongly depends on the magnitude of the magnetic field. With
an increase in the magnetic field from 0.1 T to 0.3 T, the amp-
litude of the spectral oscillations significantly increases, which
can be seen from the figures, since they have the same arbitrary
units are used.

The spectrum for a magnetic field B = 0.1 T contains a
narrow-band peak at about 6 kHz and at least two rather intense
narrow-band harmonics. For a stronger magnetic field, the
oscillations of the plasma potential are concentrated mainly
in somewhat wider-band region from 5 to 8 kHz and they are
much more intensive. To assess the effect of the electron tem-
perature, it is necessary to carry out additional measurements
with ordinary or open baffled probes, which will be reported
in section 6.

Figure 23. Power spectra of the plasma potential fluctuations for
equalized baffled probe (red curve). Power spectrum of the plasma
potential fluctuations in the plasma without modulation of the mesh
bias (blue dots) [30], B = 0.3 T. Adapted from [30], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

For a more detailed study of the oscillations, it is also
important to measure the phase difference of the spectra which
have not been done in [46]. At this time, it can be assumed that
at a lower magnetic field, there could be ion-acoustic oscil-
lations, and at a higher magnetic field, oscillations could be
related to drift waves. However, those propositions have to be
got confirmation.

A more detailed study of fluctuations in plasma potentials
requires the use of two or more MIBPs or a combination of
MIBP and conventional probe. This makes it possible to obtain
phase shifts and coherencies between different types of oscil-
lations and to better separate them. Such measurements were
also carried out in the Q-machine plasma.

Figure 23 shows the results of the measurements with a
cluster shown in figure 10 (right) [30]. For the measurements,
a mode was selected in the Q-machine in which there were
no significant fluctuations and waves in the plasma. Such a
regime can be obtained without changing the magnetic field,
for example, by small changes in the temperature of the hot
plate (1) (see figure 9). Therefore, the nature of the oscillations
in figures 22 and 23 is completely different, despite the same
magnetic field. Further, the mesh-electrode (3) in figure 9 was
supplied with a sinusoidal voltage with a frequency of 8 kHz
and amplitude of 70 V.

The applied voltage causes an alternating current to flow to
the mesh. In this case, most of the voltage (>99%) falls on the
near-mesh sheath. A small part of the voltage is applied to the
plasma and should cause oscillations of the plasma potential at
a frequency of 8 kHz and its harmonics. In this case, measure-
ments with four probes are needed simultaneously and allow
us to distinguish oscillations of different natures.

Figure 23 shows power spectra of plasma potential oscilla-
tions measured by the closed equalized probe (red curve) [30].
Power spectrum of plasma potential oscillations in the plasma
without modulation of the mesh bias is also shown (blue dots).
Figure 24 shows the result of measurements of cross coher-
ence of the signals from the two probes [30]. It is seen, that
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Figure 24. Cross coherence between two closed-probe potential
oscillations with application of ac voltage to the mesh (top red
curve) and without this bias modulation (bottom blue curve) [30].
Adapted from [30], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

for the regime without oscillation (no ac signal on the mesh),
there may be weak waves near 10 kHz (cross coherence is a bit
greater than 0.5). The rest of the curve is just a kind of noise.

In figure 23 in the power spectrum of the plasma potential
oscillations there are narrow-band peaks at 8 kHz and its har-
monics [30]. They may be connected as predicted above due
to the penetration of weak oscillations of the plasma potential,
creating an alternating current on the mesh. Since most of the
alternating voltage applied to the mesh falls in the mesh sheath
of the space charge, only small fluctuations of the potential
penetrate into the plasma (a small fraction of 1 V), which are
recorded by the baffled probes. The nature of the remaining
oscillations of the plasma potential, which create a continuous
spectrum, will be discussed in the following sections as addi-
tional information is obtained on the oscillations of various
plasma parameters. In this regime cross coherence is higher
than 0.8 for frequencies greater than 2 kHz and higher than
0.95 for frequencies ofmesh-electrode voltage oscillations and
their harmonics.

4.3. Hot fusion-boundary plasma

The measurements have been conducted in the near wall
region of plasma in the stellarator HSX with a reciprocated
baffled probe which is shown in figure 18 (top, left) [40]. Tests
of a baffled probe in plasma having Te about or less than 40 eV,
T i about or less than 25 eV and ne about 1012 cm−3 show that
the probe, as built, survives many 50 ms long discharges.

A typical result of the measurements of amplitude spectrum
of plasma potential oscillations is shown in figure 25 [40]. The
spectrum is obtained with balanced baffled probe for IV-trace
shown in figure 19. For this case equation (22) is valid. This
equation shows how temperature fluctuations affect measure-
ments of plasma potential fluctuations. The influence of fluc-
tuations in the temperature of charged particles on the meas-
urement of the plasma potential is discussed in section 6.

Figure 25. Smoothed amplitude plasma potential oscillation
spectrum obtained by the equalized baffled probe orientations for
ne = 6 × 1012 cm−3 [40]. Adapted from [40], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.

5. Measurements of electric fields

Measurements of fluctuations of electric fields in a magnet-
ized plasma are necessary for investigating various proper-
ties of plasma, including the study of instabilities and anom-
alous transport of charged particles and energy. Anomalous
transport can be caused by turbulent convection arising dur-
ing the development of instabilities in the plasma. Particle and
energy transport increase and decrease by controlling plasma
instability. The component of the electric field perpendicular
to the magnetic lines can provide information about the E × B
drift velocity. Such data can identify azimuthally symmetric
bands of flow-shear structure, known as zonal flow, that reg-
ulate turbulence-induced transport and that quench the under-
lying micro instability.

The study of oscillations of electric fields can be carried
out using MIB probes. To measure the electric field oscilla-
tions, it is necessary to determine the electric potential oscil-
lations with MIB probes at least in two points of the plasma
simultaneously. Since measurements of fluctuations in electric
potentials have already been discussed in the previous section,
this information can be used to measure fluctuations of the
electric fields. Such measurements make it possible to obtain
the magnitude of the electric field component in the direction
from one probe to another. The minimum resolved wavelength
determined in this way will be equal to the half of the distance
between the probes. This means that during the measurements,
the characteristic wavelength of the oscillations should be sig-
nificantly greater than the distance between the probes. On the
other hand, the distance between the probes should not be too
small, as this leads to a decrease in the measured signal and an
increase in the measurement error.

Thus, in this section the measurements of the electric field
oscillations with two MIB probes are demonstrated. The sys-
tem is shown to provide results consistent with theoretical
understanding of the fluctuations in the studied plasma con-
figuration. This section discusses measurements made in tor-
oidal and strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasmas. It
has been also shown that studies with two conventional probes
provide a qualitative comparison with measurements with
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Figure 26. Amplitude spectra of poloidal electric field (lower blue
curve) measured by two plug probes, conditional poloidal electric
field measured by two conventional probes (upper red curve) and
distorted electric field, measured by two misaligned plug probes
(middle green curve). The plasma conditions are: B = 0.154 T,
helium pressure p = 0.35 Pa, ne = 2 × 1011 cm−3, and Te = 1 eV.
The probe position r = +6 cm [42]. Adapted from [42], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

MIB probes and allow to distinguish between different oscil-
lation modes.

5.1. Toroidal low-temperature plasma

Oscillations of electric fields in toroidal plasma of a Blaamann
toroidal device have been studied in [10, 33, 37, 42, 44]. In
the previous section, measurements of electric potential oscil-
lations using clusters consisting of two plug-probes in the
Blaamann device were discussed. There, two probes were used
to confirm the correctness of measurements of fluctuations in
plasma potentials. Typical measurement results are shown in
figure 20. Obviously, the same measurements can be used to
determine the electric fields in plasma. In this case, it is suffi-
cient to measure the difference between the signals from the
two plug-probes by momentarily subtracting the signal from
one plug-probe from the signal of the other plug-probe.

Thus, the oscillations of the electric field will be measured
as

Ẽ= Ṽf2 − Ṽf1, (24)

where the various probes are marked with indices ‘1’and ‘2’.
Figures 26 and 27 show the typical amplitude spectra for pol-
oidal electric field oscillations, obtaining from measurements
shown in figure 20 (blue bottom curves). Figure 26 shows res-
ults of measurements for outer plasma (position r = +6 cm)
and figure 27 is for inner plasma (position r = −6 cm). In the
present case, the same probe clusters have been used that have
been used to measure the electric potentials.

It is seen from figure 26 that in outer plasma probe posi-
tion the amplitude spectrum of the poloidal electric field has

Figure 27. Amplitude spectra of electric field (lower curve)
measured by two plug probes and conditional electric field
measured by two conventional probes (upper curve). The same
plasma conditions as in figure 26. The probe position r = −6 cm
[42]. Adapted from [42], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

only one well-pronounced peak at 4 kHz in contrast to spec-
trum for the plasma potential oscillation which has peaks at
1.5 and 4 kHz (bottom pair of lines in figure 20). It means that
potential oscillations at 1.5 kHz do not create poloidal elec-
tric field and may have been just global oscillations of electric
potentials or create oscillations of electric field along the mag-
netic lines only. The cross-phase between the probe potentials
for this position is presented in figure 28 by blue top curve. It
is practically proportional to the oscillation frequency (wave
speed does not depend on frequency), except for small fre-
quency values, where the measurement error is large.

Figure 27 shows the measured amplitude of the electric
field obtained from two plug-probes (bottom blue curve) for
the inner probe position (r=−6 cm) with using equation (23).
For this probe cluster position, the amplitude of spectrum of
the potential (top pair of curves in figure 20) have only one
peak at 1.5 kHz. The spectrum of the electric field has smooth
behavior with almost invisible peak at 4 kHz. It means that
similar to the outer position, potential oscillations at 1.5 kHz
do not create poloidal electric field and may be global oscilla-
tions of electric potentials or create oscillations of electric field
along the magnetic lines only. The cross-phase for two plug-
probes in this case shown in figure 28 (red middle curve). It
is also practically proportional to the oscillation frequency as
for outer position (and also wave speed does not depend on
frequency) It has opposite sign, compared to the position at
r =+6 cm, because the flow velocity and the wave vector has
the opposite direction.

Comparison of the cross-phases for the inner and outer pos-
itions of the probes shows that wave numbers are different
and the propagation speed of electric field waves in the outer
position is approximately half that in the inner position. That
may mean that electric field oscillations belong to the different
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Figure 28. Cross-phase between two plug probes for r = +6 cm
(blue top curve) and r = −6 cm (red middle curve) probe position.
Cross-phase between two conventional probes for r = −6 cm probe
position (green bottom curve). Similar cross-phase for r = +6 cm
coincide with the blue top curve [42]. Adapted from [42], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

oscillation modes. Remind, that for the plasma potentials, it
was found in the previous subsection that there are different
types of oscillations inside and outside the center of the tor-
oidal section. Thus, the study of the cross-phases of electrical
potentials confirms the statement about the existence of vari-
ous oscillation modes.

In addition to measuring the electric field fluctuations with
two plug-probes, similar measurements were performed using
a cluster of the conventional probes having the same dimen-
sions (but of course without plugs) as in the cluster of the
plug-probes. Of course, in this case, the values obtained is not
strictly speaking an electric field (or it can be called an ‘electric
field’ purely conditionally, for exception, the case of plasma
without noticeable temperature oscillations), since there may
be contamination by fluctuations of the electron temperatures.
However, comparing such conditional electric fields with the
electric fields obtained with the MIB-probes provides addi-
tional useful insight to the problem, as discussed below. To
estimate the errors in measuring the oscillations of the electric
field in plasma, equation (24) can be rewritten as follows

Ẽ= (ṼS2 − ṼS1)−µe/e
(
T̃e2 − T̃e1

)
. (25)

where as before, the various probes are marked with indices
‘1’and ‘2’. Since µe for a conventional probe in the case under
consideration is about 4.6, and for a plug-probe it about 0.4,
it can be seen that when measuring oscillations of the electric
field, the measurement error of the plug-probes is more than

an order of magnitude smaller than when measuring with the
conventional probes.

The conditional electric field in the outer plasma probe
position is shown in figure 26 as a top red curve. It can be seen,
that it is strongly distorted by the influence of electron temper-
ature oscillations, although it basically repeats the behavior of
a real electric field. That is, it is overestimated by up to four
times (so the error in measuring the electric field with a con-
ventional probe exceeds the field itself by several times). A
cross-phase for conventional probes for outer position (it is not
shown in the figure) practically coincides with that obtained
for plug-probes [42]. This may indicate that the oscillations of
the plasma potential, poloidal electric field and electron tem-
perature belong to the same oscillation mode.

Figure 27 presents amplitude spectrum of the conditional
electric field (top red curve) The conditional electric field has
a few times higher amplitude than the real one and a strongly
pronounced peak at the frequency about 4 kHz. Figure 28
shows that the cross-phases between two plug probes (red
middle curve) and two conventional probes (green bottom
curve) are very different from each other, both in magnitude
(the cross-phase between conventional probes is more than
five times larger than that between plug probes) and in the
presence of a maximum on curve 2 at a frequency of about
4 kHz. The cross-phases shown by red and green curves in
figure 28 yield different wave numbers and hence different
propagation velocities. This suggests that there are at least two
oscillationmodes in the internal plasma, and oscillations of the
plasma potential and electron temperature belong to the differ-
ent modes, since the curve associated with ordinary probes can
be heavily contaminated by oscillations of the electron temper-
ature. This example shows that measurements of the plasma
potentials and electric fields with ordinary probes can contain
significant quantitative and qualitative errors due to spurious
effects from temperature fluctuations that appear in the cross-
phases.

In order to demonstrate the importance of accurate angular
alignment of the plug probes, figure 26 also shows the elec-
tric field measurements with plug probes tilted to the magnetic
lines at an angle of six angular degrees. As one can see, the
measured amplitude of the electric field (middle green curve)
is very different from the field measured with well-aligned
plug-probes. This curve clearly shows a peak at a frequency of
about 4 kHz, which is about two times higher than that meas-
ured by plug probes. In addition, the peak at a frequency of
about 1.5 kHz is quite noticeable, which is practically absent
in other measurements and is obviously a fake structure. As a
result, even a small deviation of the probes from the direction
of the magnetic line can distort the result of measurements of
the electric field, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Thus, measurements by the clusters of plug and conven-
tional probes make it possible to compare the measured val-
ues and obtain additional information that is not possible or
difficult to obtain from measurements with a single MIB or
conventional probes. This makes it possible to carry out sig-
nificantly more detailed studies of oscillations and waves in a
magnetized plasma.
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Figure 29. Power spectrum of electric field component Ey
perpendicular to the magnetic field in azimuthal direction (blue
dots). Power spectrum of electric field component Ez along the
magnetic field (red curve) [30]. Adapted from [30], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

5.2. Strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasma

Themeasurement of electric field fluctuations [30] in cold low-
temperature plasma was carried out in the VVU Q-machine,
shown in figure 9. For the measurements, a baffled probe
cluster, shown in figure 10 (right) has been used. The measure-
ments were carried out under the conditions inwhich themeas-
urements of the oscillations of the plasma potential shown in
figure 23were carried out. As in the previous section, the oscil-
lations were excited by applying an alternating voltage to the
mesh (3) shown in figure 9. Figure 29 shows the results of
measurements of power spectrum of electric field component
Ey perpendicular to the magnetic field in azimuthal direction
(blue dots) and power spectrum of electric field component Ez
along the magnetic field (red curve). Frequency of 8 kHz and
amplitude of 70 V has been applied to the mesh.

The azimuthal component of the electric field, perpendic-
ular to the magnetic lines Ey, was measured as the difference
between the signals from two floating equalized baffled probes
from the cluster. As can be seen from the power spectrum in
figure 29, this component of the electric field is broadband.
The narrow maximum in the spectrum corresponds to the fre-
quency applied to the mesh (8 kHz). An insignificant first har-
monic is somewhat visible on the spectrum. Higher harmonics
are practically invisible. The spectrum-line area at this max-
imum at 8 kHz corresponds to an electric field amplitude of
0.2 V m−1.

The cross-phase between signals from the balanced baffled
probes, shown in figure 30, is typical for drift waves [113].
The cross-phase at 8 kHz frequency is coincide with cross-
phase of the power spectrum. At the same time, at the har-
monic frequencies (16, 24 and 32 kHz) the cross-phase sharply
decreases to about zero. This means that axial global oscilla-
tions dominate at these harmonic frequencies do not belong to
the azimuthal wave, but the main 8 kHz frequency belongs to
the azimuthal wave.

Cross-phase between floating probe oscillations in the dir-
ection parallel to the magnetic field (open probes, red curve) is

Figure 30. Cross-phase between space potential oscillations
perpendicular to the magnetic field in azimuthal direction (equalized
probes, top blue curve). Phase between floating probe oscillations in
the direction parallel to the magnetic field (open probes, bottom red
curve) [30]. Adapted from [30], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

Figure 31. Cross-phase between space potential oscillations and Ez
(top red curve). Cross-phase between space potential oscillations
and Ey (bottom blue curve B) [30]. Adapted from [30], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

close to zero. This means that no wave propagates in the axial
direction (the velocity of its propagation in the axial direction
is practically zero). That is, the oscillations at the frequency of
harmonics are practically immobile. Electric fields at different
frequencies in the axial direction give rise to an electric current
along the plasma and heat the plasma.

The study of the cross-phases shown in figure 31 confirms
our findings. Indeed, between the oscillations of the electric
field and the potential along the axis, the phase shift is about
zero, with the exception of the frequency of 8 kHz, for which
it is equal to −π/2. At the same time, the phase shift between
oscillations of the azimuthal electric field and potential is equal
to−π/2 for all frequencies except 16 and 24 kHz, for which it
is equal to π or −π, which is the same.
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In this section, our study confirms that there are two oscil-
lations of interest in the scenario discussed in the previous
section. First, there are oscillations at 8 kHz and their harmon-
ics that are associated with the electron heating in the plasma.
They do not propagate in the space and have the same phase at
all points in the plasma. Secondly, apparently, there are drift-
acoustic waves propagating in the azimuthal direction. In this
case, temperature fluctuations at a frequency of 8 kHz belong
mainly to azimuthal oscillations, but there are practically no
such azimuthal oscillations of the electron temperature at har-
monic frequencies of 8 kHz, i.e. at 16, 24 and 32 kHz.

6. Measurements of charged particle temperature
oscillations

Measurements of fluctuations of the charged particle temper-
atures, as well as fluctuations of plasma potentials and elec-
tric fields, considered in the previous sections, are of great
interest for studying various aspects of physics of the magnet-
ized plasma. Such measurements are important, for example,
for studying anomalous fluxes of energy and charged particles
[10], which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
Although the absolute values of the electron and ion temperat-
ures (not temperature fluctuations) can also be obtained from
the floating potentials of the probes, for such measurements
it is better, more reliable and more convenient to study the
current–voltage characteristics or IV-traces of the ordinary and
MIBPs, which will be discussed in more detail in section 8.
Therefore, this section mainly deals with measurements of
charged particle temperature fluctuations, although measure-
ments of absolute values of temperatures are also demon-
strated.

If only one MIBP is available for research, a simple
way to find out how much electron and/or ion temperature
fluctuations affect direct measurements of plasma potential
fluctuations is to compare successive measurements with a
closed/equalized and open MIBP. Any difference in the meas-
ured floating-potential oscillation amplitudes of respective
probes may indicate an influence of charged-particle (usually
electron) temperature on measurements.

Even more informative could be a sequential measurement
of the oscillations of the probe potential at various ratios of the
electron and ion saturation currents. A change in the meas-
ured amplitude of fluctuations of the floating probe poten-
tial with a change in the ratio of electron and ion saturation
currents indicates that temperature fluctuations are important
and, conversely, insignificant changes in fluctuations in the
floating probe potential with a change of the ratio may indic-
ate the absence of significant temperature fluctuations. Since
the coefficients µe and µi can be calculated theoretically or
determined experimentally, it may be possible to calculate
or quantify the effect of temperature fluctuations on plasma
potential measurements using equations (17) and (18). To do
this in detail, information is needed on whether the oscillations
of the plasma potential are coherent and, if coherent, then what
is the phase shift between them. If there is no such informa-
tion, then from measurements by an isolated MIBP it is still

possible to estimate the minimum and maximum possible val-
ues of the amplitude of oscillations of the electron temperature
in the plasma.

For exact isolation of the component of the oscillations of
the plasma potential, generally it is necessary to analyze the
oscillations of the temperature of electrons and ions and their
relationship, phase shifts and cross coherence, with oscilla-
tions of other parameters. To do that, a probe cluster should be
used. The probe cluster must have at least two probes. Of these,
at least one of the probes must be a MIBP, and as the other,
it is better to use a conventional probe with a large µe coeffi-
cient. In this case, the probe sensitivity to temperature meas-
urement is increased (multiplied by the µe factor). As can be
seen from section 3, an increase in the ratio of the electron sat-
uration current to the ion saturation current leads to an increase
in the µe coefficient and a decrease in the µi coefficient, and
vice versa. Then, by measuring oscillation at different ratios
of saturation currents, one can distinguish fluctuations in the
temperatures of electrons and ions. The absence of a signific-
ant difference between open and closed/equalized probes may
be as due to the fact that the temperature fluctuations are insig-
nificant or the temperature fluctuations are shifted in phase so
that the difference would not be noticeable. The last possibil-
ity can be checked by measuring cross-phase between MIBP
and standard probe oscillations. This situation may require a
more detailed analysis, for examplemakemeasurements of the
probe floating potentials for several ratios of electron to ion
saturation currents (see also some more details below).

Thus, this section demonstrates that in addition to meas-
urements withMIBPs, it may be useful to make measurements
with conventional cylindrical probes and the presence of a sig-
nificant difference in the measured amplitudes is a possible
indication of the presence of substantial charged particle tem-
perature fluctuations. Probe clusters allow distinguish differ-
ent types of oscillations and their modes. Note, that after meas-
uring the temperature fluctuations, as discussed below, various
iteration schemes can be used to refine the measured plasma
potential fluctuations. It is shown that measuring the charged
particle temperatures makes it possible to correct the results
of measuring potential and electric field oscillation in plasma,
for instance, using iterative schemes.

6.1. Toroidal low-temperature plasma

In toroidal plasma, to determine the fluctuations of the electron
temperature in the Blaamann torus, measurements of ordin-
ary and plug probes floating potential oscillations with cluster
shown in figure 5 (right) have been carried out [42, 44]. As
can be seen from formula (18), the instantaneous difference
between the signals from those probes gives

Ṽf2 − Ṽf1 = ṼS2 − ṼS1 −µe2T̃e/e+µe1T̃e/e, (26)

which is 4.2× T̃e/e for the case of using equations (19) and
(20).

Figure 32 shows the results of measurements of the amp-
litude of floating potential oscillations of the ordinary probe
(blue upper curve) in the outer plasma at the +6 cm position
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Figure 32. Amplitude spectra of the V f oscillations of an ordinary
probe (top blue curve). Amplitude spectra of electron temperature
oscillations (middle green curve). Amplitude spectra of plasma
potential oscillations (red dashed curve). Probe position r = +6 cm.

for the same conditions as shown in figures 20 and 26. It is
possible to see, that the amplitude spectrum obtained with the
ordinary probe is several times greater than similar amplitude
spectrum obtained with the plug probe (compare figures 20
and 32), which indicates the presence of intense fluctuations
of the electron temperature. The spectrum from the ordinary
probe contains two maxima at frequencies about 1.5 kHz and
4 kHz, that is, at the same frequencies as the result of meas-
urements with the plug-probe (see figure 20, bottom line),
which is considered as fluctuations in the plasma potentials
in section 4.

The electron temperature may be obtained using equation
(26) and its amplitude spectrum is also shown in figure 32
(middle green curve). The same figure shows the results of
refining the amplitude of oscillations of the plasma poten-
tial, shown by the lower pair of lines in figure 20 (red dashed
curve in figure 32). The difference in the measured amplitude
of potential fluctuations without considering temperature fluc-
tuations does not exceed 20% for frequencies below 5 kHz.
Thus, even though the amplitude of temperature fluctuations
exceeds the amplitude of fluctuations in the plasma potential,
the plug probe allows to obtain satisfactory measurement res-
ults, which of course can be refined if necessary. We also note
that the presence of electron temperature fluctuations practic-
ally does not affect the behavior of the phase shift between
fluctuations in the floating potentials of ordinary probes as
compared to plug probes [44].

Thus, it can be seen that the spectra of the amplitude of the
plasma potential oscillations at the outer plasma (+6 cm) pos-
ition are similar to spectra obtained with the plug probes, but
have a much larger amplitude. The spectrum of oscillations

of the electron temperature is somewhat higher in magnitude
than the spectrum of oscillations of the plasma potentials.
Since the spectrum of oscillations of the electron temperat-
ure when measured with a conventional probe is multiplied
by a factor much greater than unity, such a spectrum contains
mainly oscillations of the electron temperature and can hardly
be used to estimate oscillations of the plasma potential without
using plug-probes.

Figure 32 also shows a frequency displacement between
high and low cross coherence between fluctuations in the
measured electron temperature and plasma potential. It is seen
that, at frequencies of about 1.5 kHz, the oscillations of the
electron temperature and plasma potential are not related to
each other. At the same time, the oscillations of the electron
temperature and potential at a frequency of about 4 kHz belong
to the same mode.

This example demonstrates that measurements of the
plasma potential by the conventional probe might contain sig-
nificant qualitative errors due to spurious effects from tem-
perature fluctuations. These errors come in addition to errors
arising from enhanced floating potential amplitudes caused by
temperature fluctuations.

For the−6 cm position, the Ṽf amplitude spectrum of ordin-
ary probe (top blue curve shown in figure 33) does not differ
much in amplitude from that measured with the plug-probes
(dashed magenta curve, which is also shown in figure 20, top
curves), but has a number of small peaks caused by the contri-
bution of T̃e and its harmonics. Amplitude of electron temper-
ature oscillations (bottom red curve) is substantially smaller
than amplitude of potential oscillations. At the same time amp-
litude of µeT̃e oscillations for ordinary probe (green curve)
is generally greater than amplitude of potential oscillations
(dashed black curve). As a result, in this situation, while estim-
ation of electron potential oscillations with ordinary probe
does not provide catastrophic errors, the cross-phase between
two ordinary probes and two plug probes are very different (up
to five times), as shown in figure 28.

It was seen from the previous section (figure 28) that oscil-
lations of the plasma potential and electron temperature belong
to the different modes, since the curve associated with ordin-
ary probes can be heavily contaminated by oscillations of the
electron temperature. Analysis of the cross coherence of elec-
tron temperature and plasma potential oscillations shows that
it is low and that confirms that those oscillations in the internal
plasma belong to different oscillation modes. In this case, the
amplitude of oscillations of the electron temperature is sub-
stantially lower than the oscillations of the plasma potential.

Thus, the presence of large oscillations of the electron tem-
perature gives large errors in the amplitude of oscillations
when trying to measure oscillations of the plasma potential
with ordinary probes. At the same time, even if the amplitude
of oscillations of the electron temperature is much less than the
amplitude of oscillations of the plasma potential, this can lead
to errors in the study of the oscillation phases with ordinary
probes. The use of clusters of conventional and MIBPs allows
obtaining reliable results.
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Figure 33. Amplitude spectra of floating potential oscillations of
ordinary probe (top blue curve), electron temperature oscillations
(bottom red curve), contribution of the electron temperature
oscillations to the ordinary probe oscillations (second from top
green curve), floating potential oscillations of plug probe (magenta
curve) and plasma potential oscillations obtained from plug probe
(dashed black curve) The probe position r = −6 cm.

Figure 34. Amplitude spectra of the floating baffled probe
potentials for cases Isate ≫ Isati (upper red curve) and Isate ≈ Isati (lower
blue curve), B = 0.1 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

6.2. Strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasma

To demonstrate the operation of the baffled probe in a plasma
with electron temperature fluctuations of different relative
magnitude in the barium plasma of the WVU Q-machine,
measurements were carried out with a single baffle probe at
different magnetic fields. Figures 34 and 35 show the results
of such measurements for open and equalized baffles probes.
It can be seen from the figures that the nature of the spectrum
changes greatly with a change in the magnetic field.

That was discussed briefly in section 5. As can be seen from
figure 34, for the magnetic field of 0.1 T, the amplitude spec-
trum of oscillations contains several narrow harmonics. The

Figure 35. Amplitude spectra of the floating baffled probe
potentials for cases Isate ≫ Isati (upper curve) and Isate ≈ Isati (lower
curve), B = 0.3 T [46]. [46] John Wiley & Sons. © 2004
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 36. Ratio of amplitude spectra from figure 34 [46]. [46]
John Wiley & Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim.

ratio of signals from the open to equalized probe is highly fre-
quency dependent. At some frequencies it is less than one, at
other frequencies it is more than one and reaches three. This
may indicate that for those frequencies the fluctuations of the
electron temperature are significant. There are areas where it is
almost equal to one. This may indicate that for those frequen-
cies the fluctuations of the electron temperature are not signi-
ficant. In addition, the cross-phase of temperature and plasma
potential fluctuations can vary. The cross coherence of these
oscillations can also depend on frequency. For example, for
those frequency ranges in which the ratio is less than unity, the
oscillations of the electron temperature and potential can be in
phase, and for the ion temperature they can be in antiphase.
For a more detailed analysis of this situation, measurements
with probe clusters are required.

Amplitude spectra shown in figure 35 for magnetic field
of 0.3 T demonstrates a narrow spectrum band in the range
from 4 to 8 kHz. There are practically no harmonics in this
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Figure 37. Ratio of amplitude spectra from figure 35 [46]. [46] John
Wiley & Sons. © 2004 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.

spectrum. As can be seen from figure 37, for such mag-
netic field, the role of electron temperature oscillations is high
and weakly depends on the frequency, for a frequency above
4 kHz. The ratio of the open to equalized probe signals is
close to 4.5. This behavior may be typical for drift waves,
for which the potential and temperature fluctuations are sig-
nificantly related [114]. At B = 0.1 T, the amplitude of the
spectra is much smaller than for the case of a stronger mag-
netic field (in figures 34 and 35, the same arbitrary units are
used).

A more detailed study of fluctuations in plasma potentials
and the effect of fluctuations in the temperature of charged
particles on them requires the use of two or more MIBPs or
a combination of MIBP and conventional probes. This will
allow obtaining phase shifts and cross coherence between dif-
ferent types of oscillations and better separating them. Such
measurements were also carried out in aWVUQ-machine and
are discussed below.

The measurements under the conditions in which the study
of oscillations of the plasma potential and electric fields shown
in figures 23 and 29 with a baffled probe cluster, shown in
figure 10 (right), were carried out. As in the previous sections,
the oscillationswere excited by applying an alternating voltage
to the mesh electrode (3) shown in figure 9. Figure 38 shows
the results of measurements of power spectrum of Vf for
open (top red curve), equalized (blue dots) probes and power
spectrum of electron temperature oscillations (bottom green
curve).

For a more convenient analysis of figures 38 and 39 shows
the cross coherence between fluctuations of the plasma poten-
tial and electron temperature. As can be seen from figure 38,
electron temperature oscillation amplitude and power is sig-
nificantly smaller than that of the plasma potential. At a fre-
quency of 8 kHz, the oscillation power of the open probe is less
than that of the equalized probe. This suggests that the plasma
potential oscillations at this frequency are in phase with tem-
perature oscillations. For harmonics 16, 24 and 32 kHz, the
ratio is reversed, that is, in these harmonics, the oscillations of

Figure 38. Power spectra of V f for open (top red curve) and
equalized (blue dots) probes. Power spectrum of T̃e (bottom green
curve) [30]. Adapted from [30], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

Figure 39. Cross coherence between plasma potential oscillation
and Ẽy (small blue dots); the same for frequency of 8 kHz and its
harmonics (large red dots); cross coherence between electron
temperature and plasma potential oscillations (bottom green curve)
[30]. Adapted from [30], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

the potential and electron temperature are in antiphase. Note
that the cross coherence between the oscillations of the elec-
tric field component perpendicular to the magnetic field in azi-
muthal direction and the exciting oscillations at a frequency of
8 kHz is high, and at harmonic frequencies the cross coherence
is low, which means that the main contribution to oscillations
at a frequency of 8 kHz is made by oscillations that are not
associated with the heating mode.

The cross coherence of the oscillations of the potential and
the electron temperature is high only at an exciting frequency
of 8 kHz and its harmonics. Cross coherence is low between
these frequencies (see green curve in figure 39). That is, the
oscillations of the electron temperature belong to the oscilla-
tion mode of the plasma potential only for the exciting fre-
quency and its harmonics. Cross coherence between plasma
potential oscillation and Ẽy is high at frequency of 8 kHz, but
low at its harmonics (large red dots). It means that frequency
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of 8 kHz belongs mainly to the wave, associated with the elec-
tric field component perpendicular to the magnetic field in
azimuthal direction, but not its harmonics, which associated
with electric field component along the magnetic field. Now,
after the relationship between temperature and potential fluc-
tuations has been sorted out, and considering the results of
measurements in the two previous sections for the same mode,
the complete oscillation pattern can be described.

So, the changing potential of the grid creates a sinusoidally
varying potential that penetrates into the plasma. This potential
has the same oscillation phase for all points of the plasma, but
the oscillation amplitude is different and decreases with dis-
tance from the grid (that is, these oscillations are not a wave).
The amplitude of oscillations at the boundary of the layer near
the grid is comparable to or less than 0.02 V, which is much
less than one percent of the amplitude of the potential supplied
to the grid. Since the amplitude of oscillations in the plasma
is different, an electric current is created that passes through
the plasma (and goes to the grid) and heats it at a frequency of
8 kHz.

The current flowing to the grid depends nonlinearly on the
potential applied to it, and therefore current harmonics exist
in the plasma at frequencies 16, 24, 32, etc. A wave is also
excited in the plasma, perpendicular to the magnetic lines at
a frequency of 8 kHz. This wave has no harmonics but spec-
trally broadens, apparently as a drift wave propagating perpen-
dicular to the magnetic lines. Absolute values of amplitudes
for frequency of 8 kHz and its three harmonics correspond
to temperature of 2.3, 1.4, 0.7, and 0.2 K, respectively. The
rms amplitude of the perpendicular-to-B component of the
8 kHz-wave’s electric field is substantially greater than the rms
amplitude of the parallel-to-B component of the 8 kHz-wave’s
electric field.

As is clear from section 3, the measurements carried out in
the plasma of Q-machine plasma make it possible the determ-
ination of the absolute values of electron and ion temperatures
from the shifting of the potential of the floating MIB probe
with variation of ratio of electron and ion saturation currents.
For this, formula (17) and the measurement data shown in
figures 11, 12 and 15 can be used. As a result of measure-
ments, it was obtained that Te ≈ Ti ≈ 0.2 eV. Obviously, such
a methodology of dc measurements is neither highly precise
(±20%) nor highly accurate (±20%) but it demonstrates how
temperature shifts the floating potential toward or away from
the plasma potential. Measurements can be performed for a
scan of baffling levels, i.e. at several ratios of electron and ion
saturation currents. Then, we can solve systems of equations
for different ratios and thus improve the measurement
accuracy.

6.3. Hot fusion-boundary plasma

In the near-wall plasma of the stellarator HSX, the floating
potential oscillations of an open and equalized single MIBP
have been measured. A typical example of such measurements
is shown in figure 40. In this work, measurements with a
probe cluster were not carried out; therefore, it is not possible
to establish an exact relationship between the oscillations of

Figure 40. Amplitude spectra of electron temperature and plasma
potential oscillations: VfE is floating potential amplitude, measured
by the equalized baffled probe, Vf0, is the potential amplitude of the
floating open baffled probe, Teinc is calculated amplitude of the
electron temperature oscillations with assumption of incoherent
potential and temperature oscillations, Temin and Temax are minimal
and maximal possible amplitudes of electron temperature
oscillations, calculated from experiment. The area marked in yellow
shows where the experimental amplitudes of temperature
fluctuations are located.

the plasma potential and temperature, considering the phase
shifts and cross coherence between different oscillations. Nev-
ertheless, the evidence indicates that the open probe, the float-
ing potential of which monitors space potential and temperat-
ure fluctuations combined, has a floating-potential oscillation
approximately twice that of the equalized probe, the floating
potential of which monitors only the space potential.

To find the amplitude of the electron temperature oscilla-
tions, it is necessary to know whether the temperature and
potential oscillations are coherent and, if so, what is the phase
shift between these oscillations. Since the measurements were
carried out with a single MIB probe, such information is
not available at the moment. In figure 40 the plasma poten-
tial oscillation amplitude, measured by the equalized baffled
probe, is shown as a red curve (marked as VfE). The green
curve, marked as Vf0, shows the amplitude of the open baffled
probe. If we assume that the oscillations of the plasma poten-
tial and temperature are incoherent, then the calculated amp-
litude of the electron temperature oscillations (Teinc) is shown
by a blue dotted line. The calculated maximum and minimum
amplitudes of temperature oscillations under the condition of
high cross coherence of oscillations of the plasma potential
and temperature are shown bymagenta and black dashed lines.
The true amplitude of oscillations may lie somewhere between
them in the shaded yellow area.

When calculating the amplitude of the electron temperat-
ure oscillations, it was taken into account that formulas (21)
and (22) contain the temperature multiplication factors dur-
ing measurement. Therefore, the temperature calculation res-
ult was divided by the corresponding coefficient. Thus, it can
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be seen from figure 40 that the amplitude of the plasma poten-
tial oscillations is close (or the same order as) to the amplitude
of the temperature oscillations in the corresponding units. It
can also be seen that in the range from 50 to 800 kHz, this
dependence is adequately described by an exponential.

7. Measurements of anomalous particle and energy
fluxes

As demonstrated above, MIBPs can greatly simplify meas-
urements of charged particle fluxes and energy, since they
can provide direct measurements of fluctuations in plasma
potentials, electric field and electron temperature. This section
provides demonstration of the flux measurements.

7.1. Low-frequency turbulence and transport

There are a number of publications devoted to measurements
with different techniques of particle and energy fluxes in mag-
netized plasma (see, for example, [115–117]). To the best of
our knowledge, suchmeasurements using theMIBPswere first
carried out in [44]. Review [10] is also describes the measure-
ments of anomalous fluxes using probes, including MIBPs.

In a low-pressure plasma, the charged particle flux dens-
ity, Γr = ⟨nevr⟩= ne0vr0 + ⟨ñeṽr⟩, occurs due to convection
(Γr0 = n0vr0) and electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma dens-
ity ñe and electric field Ẽ=−∇Ṽs. This leads to fluctuations
in the drift velocity vr ≈ Eϑ/B. The Fourier transform in time
gives

Γr −Γr0 =
∑
ω>0

Γ(ω) =
2
B

∑
ω>0

√〈
|ne (ω)|2

〉〈
|E0 (ω)|2

〉
× γneE (ω)sinαneE (ω) . (27)

where

γneE (ω) = ⟨ne (ω)Eθ(ω)
∗⟩/

√
⟨|ne (ω)|2⟩⟨|Eθ (ω)|2⟩

is the cross coherence and αneE (ω) = arg⟨ne (ω)Eθ(ω)
∗⟩ is

the cross-phase between ne and Eθ. Linear superposition of
waves yields

Γr −Γr0 =
∑
ω>0

Γ(ω) =
2
B

∑
ω>0

√〈
|ne (ω)|2

〉〈∣∣∣ṼS (ω)
∣∣∣2〉

× kϑ (ω)γneV (ω)sinαneV (ω) .
(28)

From these expressions it is seen that the flow is optimized
if αneE = 0 and αneV = 3π/2. The flux is zero if αneE = π/2
or 3π/2 and αneV = 0 or π.

From equation (27) it is clear, that we need to have instant-
aneous measurements of ne(t) and Eθ(t) to evaluate the flux
density spectrum. The cross-field anomalous energy transport
may be obtained from [10]

Qr =
3
2
ΓrTe +

3
2
ne

⟨ẼϑT̃e⟩
B

. (29)

Figure 41. Amplitude spectra of Isate (red dots) and Isati (blue curve)
fluctuations measured by a plug probe. Adapted from [42], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

It is seen from equation (29) that measurements of energy
transport is possible if T̃e is measured in addition to Ẽϑ and ñe.

7.2. Measurements of plasma density oscillations

As we can see from section 2.3, plasma density or its fluctu-
ations can be found from electron or ion saturation current.
Electron density can be found, for example, for the case of
Te ≫ T i from formula (3) as [44, 46]

ne =
BIsate

8RTe
. (30)

Correspondingly, density oscillations can be found as

ñe =
BĨsate

8RT̃e
. (31)

From equation (31) it is seen that to measure plasma dens-
ity fluctuations, it is necessary to measure the electron or ion
temperature oscillations as well as temperature oscillations. In
order to demonstrate that the oscillations of the ion and elec-
tron currents give the same result, in figure 41 both oscillations
of the electron and ion saturation currents are demonstrated
and shown in one figure. They give with very good accuracy
the same result for measurements.

7.3. Experimental measurements of anomalous particle and
energy fluxes

As it is seen from section 7.1, to determine the fluxes of
particles and energy, it is necessary to measure the instantan-
eous power spectra of oscillations of the electric field, space
potential, density of charged particles and electron temperat-
ure. Examples of such measurements are shown in figure 42.
Thosemeasurements were carried out under conditions similar
to those discussed in previous sections 4–6 for toroidal plasma
in the Blaamann device in the outer plasma at the +6 cm pos-
ition (see also figures 20, 26 and 32).
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Figure 42. Power spectra of electric field, plasma potential, plasma
density and electron temperature at position r = +6 cm. Arbitrary
units for each curve. Adapted figure with permission from [44],
Copyright (2002) by the American Physical Society.

It is seen, that the spectra of all these quantities have peaks
at frequency of about 4.5 kHz, which belongs to the flutemode,
as it was discussed in sections 5 and 6. Under studied condi-
tions, this oscillationmode ismostly absent in the inner plasma
and that suggests that those oscillations during propagation
to the direction perpendicular to the magnetic lines, have a
sufficiently strong damping. Figure 42 shows that the power
of the plasma density oscillation appears instead at the high-
frequency end of the spectrum (higher than 6 kHz).

Figure 43 shows cross-phases between density and electric
field, temperature and electric field and density and electron
temperature. In outer plasma, the first two cross-phases have
values of about π/2 and the last one is about zero which is con-
sistent with the flute mode dynamics. If the inner plasma had
the same oscillations as the outer plasma, then in the config-
uration in which the experiment was carried out, the displace-
ment of the probe cluster into the inner plasma would lead to a
change in the measured cross-phase by π for the pairs of oscil-
lations of the Te − E and ne − E and the preservation of the
zero phase for ne − Te, as electric field vector is changing dir-
ection. However, in inner plasma cross-phase between density
and electric field is about the same as in outer plasma, while
temperature and electric field cross-phase is added π/2 with
respect to outer plasma and cross-phase density and electron
temperature is shifted by 3π/2 compare to outer plasma. This
is typical for the drift waves in the adiabatic regime and indic-
ates that density and electric field fluctuations are dominated
by drift waves in the inner plasma. The weak electron temper-
ature oscillation in the inner plasma suggests that they survived
from flute mode during convection from outer plasma. Thus,
the oscillation properties obtained earlier in sections 5 and 6
receive additional confirmation.

Figure 44 shows particle fluxes calculated according to
equations (27) and (29) for the inner (bottom green curve) and

Figure 43. Cross-phase spectra between density and electric field,
density and electron temperature and temperature and electric field
measured at r = +6 cm (upper figure) and r = −6 cm (lower
figure). Adapted figure with permission from [44], Copyright (2002)
by the American Physical Society.

outer (top blue curve) plasmas. The particle flux is directed
down the gradient towards the wall on the outer as well as the
inner slopes. In outer plasma about a half of the particle flux
is due to the large-scale coherent structures responsible for the
spectral peak at 4.5 kHz and the rest is due to the turbulent
spectrum on higher frequencies. In the inner plasma most of
the flux is due to the high frequencies.

Figure 44 also shows energy fluxes calculated from
equation (29). Since the cross-phase between temperature and
electric field fluctuations is close to π/2 in the outer plasma,
this is not favorable for energy transport. The situation is
reversed in the inner plasma. There, the considered cross phase
is close to π and this facilitates energy transfer. Therefore, the
energy flux in the inner plasma is somewhat higher than in
the outer plasma, despite the fact that the level of temperature
fluctuations in the inner plasma is significantly lower than in
the outer plasma. Flux measurements show that the large-scale
structure at frequencies below 5 kHz plays an essential role in
the transport of both particles and energy.
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Figure 44. Particle flux spectra at r = +6 cm, top blue and
r = −6 cm, bottom green solid curves, and heat flux spectra, top red
and bottom magenta dashed curves, in the same positions, measured
by method described in section 7 [44] in a simple magnetized torus.
The plasma conditions are B = 0.154 T, helium pressure
p = 0.35 Pa, ne = 3 × 1011 cm−3 and Te = 1 eV. Adapted figure
with permission from [44], Copyright (2002) by the American
Physical Society.

In the inner plasma, the levels of the plasma potential
and the electric field oscillations have comparable values (see
figures 20, 26 and 27), while the level of temperature fluctu-
ations in the outer plasma is about 3 times higher than in the
inner plasma (compare figures 32 and 33). This suggests that
the thermal conductivity parallel to the magnetic field plays an
important role in the dynamics of modes in the inner plasma,
which one more time corresponds to the case of drift waves in
the inner plasma.

Thus, the flux measurements show that the large-scale flute
mode structures play a substantial role in both particle and
energy transport on the outside. In the inner plasma only
drift waves contribute to particle transport, while the coupling
between temperature fluctuations in flute modes and electric
field fluctuations in drift waves yields the major contribution
to the energy transport.

The time-averaged radial particle flux densities measured at
r=± 6 cm are 5× 1018 m−2 s−1. If we assume that this value
also corresponds to the spatially averaged radial flux density
on a toroidal surfacewithminor radius of 6 cm,we should have
a total particle flux of 7.5× 1018 s−1. This may be compared to
the total ionization rate due to the injected primary electrons.

The net time-averaged radial flux of energy density was
measured as 2 Wm−2 and the corresponding net radial flux
of energy was 3 W. The total injected power with discharge
current of 1 A is 140 W, implying that only about 2% of this
power is transported to the wall as radially lost plasma energy.
The remainder is radiated in all directions as emitted light from
excited helium, consumed for ionization and for heating of
neutrals via inelastic ion-neutral collisions.

8. Measurements of electron and ion distribution
functions

In this section, measurements of the charged particle energy
distribution functions and/or temperatures are considered. The
most interesting is the measurements of the IDF and/or ion
temperatures by the MIB probes. So, the ion IDF/ion- tem-
perature measurements are discussed in more detail in this
section, since they are hardly possible with standard probes.
To make them with the MIB probes, it is necessary to sub-
stantially suppress the electron current for the positive poten-
tials of the probe [10, 118, 119]. Such measurements can
also be carried out in a plasma without a magnetic field or
with a weak magnetic field not sufficient for the required
suppression of the electron current, as, to the best of our
knowledge, proposed in [10] and experimentally carried out
in [120].

To measure the EDF, a Isate ≫ |Isati | mode is needed, which
can be achieved with an open probe. Of course, such meas-
urements are also possible for a weak magnetic field or its
absence. Measurements with the MIBPs make meaning when
it is not possible to install the additional standard probes, for
example, due to problems with spatial restrictions. For such
measurements, one can use previously developed theories for
various probe modes (see [10, 12, 13]). In this case, one may
consider the possible influence of the baffles. In the simplest
case, they can lead to unessential decrease in the electron cur-
rent to the probe, which can be considered by introducing
shading coefficients if necessary (neglect of the shading coef-
ficient does not distort the EDF shape, but somewhat under-
estimates the measured electron density). In more complex
cases, the influence can be more significant and even distort
the measurement results. This should be verified experiment-
ally on a case-by-case basis, for example by comparison with
measurements with standard probes. Since the use of standard
theories has already been well described in previous publica-
tions and their use is more straightforward, this is not covered
in detail in this review.

We only note that, strictly speaking, it is possible to
measure IDF and EDF only if the charged particles are
in a collisionless mode (do not have collisions near the
probe). In this case, Druyvesteyn formula (9) can be used
for measurements (see section 2 and [10, 12]). For elec-
trons, EDF measurements can also be carried out in the non-
local regime, in which, for a weakly ionized plasma, colli-
sions of electrons near the probe do not change their total
energy using formulas (10), (14) and (16) (see section 2 and
[10, 13]). If the conditions for the absence of near-probe
collisions or nonlocality are not satisfied, only the temper-
ature of electrons or ions can be measured using suitable
formulas (for example, formulas (5)–(7)). For conditions in
which there are no reliable theories (for example, for anom-
alous transport of charged particles to the probe), temperat-
ure measurement becomes problematic or impossible. Val-
idation of ion temperature measurement using MIBP tech-
nique in finite boundary RF plasma has been conducted
in [121].
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Figure 45. Typical result of measurements of d2I/dV2 in a
magnetized helium plasma for gas pressure of 0.4 Pa and magnetic
field B = 0.01 T [45]. Electron current features (e1, e2) and ion
current feature (i1) are shown. V = 0 is the plasma potential.
Electrons are in a nonlocal regime and ions are in a collisionless
regime. Adapted from [45], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

8.1. Toroidal low-temperature plasma

Measurements of the second derivative of the MIB probe cur-
rent with respect to the probe potential were carried out in the
plasma of the simple magnetized torus Blaamann [45]. The
measurements were carried out in helium at a gas pressure of
0.35 Pa in a magnetic field of 4–40 mT and a discharge cur-
rent of 100–300 mA. Conditions associated with insignificant
levels of fluctuations in the plasma potential and other para-
meters were investigated, a case for which better than 0.2 eV
energy resolution of the probe bias is required. For measure-
ments, a cylindrical molybdenum plug probe with a radius of
0.125 mm and a length of 3.5 mm was used. The radius of the
ceramic plugs was 0.4 mm. For the measurements, conditions
required by the collisionless theory are satisfied for both ions
and electrons.

Figure 45 shows a typical measurement of the second deriv-
ative of the probe current with respect to the probe poten-
tial [45]. The structure of the measured second derivative is
typically more complicated than the analogous structure for
a plasma without a magnetic field, since there are maxima
associated with the derivatives of not only the electron, but
also the ion current (which are small and practically invisible
compared to the electron maxima in a nonmagnetic plasma).
Therefore, the curve has three maxima, two of which can be
attributed to the electron current (red part of the curve), and
one to the ion current (blue part of the curve).

Figure 46 demonstrates calculation of the second derivat-
ive of the probe current with respect to the probe potential.
The model for the IV-trace derivatives, which is valid for mag-
netized electrons, allows us to obtain a curve containing the
essential features of the experimental curve shown in figure 45.
For repelled electrons (V < 0) with ρeL < R ln(L/R), the non-
local kinetic description (see section 2.3) is valid. Ions are
unmagnetized and the ion current density second derivative for

Figure 46. Result of modeling d2I/dV2 in a magnetized helium
plasma [45] for plasma parameters: ni = ne = 1010 cm−3,
T i = 0.2 eV, Te = 0.85 eV and B = 0.013 T. Electron current
features (e1,e2) and ion current feature (i1) are shown. V = 0 is the
plasma potential. For repelled electrons, the nonlocal kinetic
description is valid (red line). Repelled ions follow to collisionless
regime (blue line). Adapted from [45], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

repulsive probe voltage is given by the Druyvesteyn formula
(9). IV-trace in figure 46 was calculated with temperatures of
ions and electrons of 0.2 and 0.9 eV, respectively. A better
correspondence to the experimental curve in figure 45 could
have been obtained by hypothesizing a form for electron and
ion saturation currents and by including the distortion effects
of the differentiation method.

8.2. Strongly ionized cold low-temperature plasma

The Q-machine condition of equal electron and ion temper-
ature is ideal for illustrating the capability of MIBP to char-
acterize both ion and electron distribution functions [118]. In
the plasma, it is possible to have electron saturation current,
much higher than ion saturation current (as it is for an ordin-
ary electric probe) for measurement of the EDF, Te, or electron
temperature oscillations, or to have vice versa, Isate ≪ Isati , for
measurements of the IDF, T i, or ion temperature oscillations
(note, that a possibility of such measurements may depend on
the applicable probe theory [10]). It is also possible to adjust
the ratio of electron to ion saturation current between both lim-
iting cases.

The results of modeling the measured probe current–
voltage characteristics are shown in figures 11 and 12.
Clearly, the modeling yields reasonable results. For the
particular case, the modeling yields ne = 8 × 1010 cm−3,
Te = T i = (0.16 ± 0.01) eV and space potential
VS = (7.30 ± 0.15) V [46].

8.3. Hot fusion-boundary plasma

In the hot-fusion plasma the temperature of electrons and ions
can be determined bymodeling the IV-trace in the case of clas-
sic diffusion of charged particles onto the absorbing surface
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Figure 47. Smoothed experimental IV-traces for equalized baffled
probe (red line) and open baffled probe (blue line). Vf is taken as
zero [40]. Modelled IV-traces for equalized baffled probe (red dots)
and open baffled probe (blue dots). For the calculations the
following plasma parameters were taken: Te = 31 eV, T i = 22 eV
and ne = 6 ×1011 cm−3. B = 0.5 T. Adapted from [40], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

of the probe, as was done in section 3 for the stellarator HSX.
This simulation is shown in figure 47. There was found that
the temperature of electrons is 31 eV, and the temperature of
ions is 22 eV. Simulation of the same curve allows one to cal-
culate the density of charged particles in the plasma. It is equal
to 6 × 1011 cm−3. For larger fusion devices with a high mag-
netic field, it may be necessary to use the theory of anomalous
transport to the probe, however, we are not aware of such work
performed by the MIBP.

9. Epilogue

MIBP determination of oscillations of fluid observables, such
as electron and ion temperatures, electrostatic plasma poten-
tial, and electron and ion density reveal plasma instabilit-
ies and waves. For the regime wherein the relevant probe-tip
dimension is logarithmically midway between the magnetized
plasma’s thermal electron and ion gyro radii, the Langmuir
probe is capable of enhanced, compared to a bare wire, dia-
gnostic utility for studying fluctuations in plasma parameters
and abnormal flows of charged particles and energy. Espe-
cially feasible for the condition of equal electron and ion tem-
perature within this regime, the MIBP allows a more detailed
study of key parameters of the plasma’s ion component’s dis-
tribution function, while retaining the ability to measure the
temperature and distribution function of electrons. It is shown
that the MIBP diagnostic is compatible with research intent
over a wide range of plasma energy density, inclusive of low
(industrial applications) and high (fusion applications) plasma
density and temperature. The presented examples of measure-
ment results make it possible to assess the prospect of success
and difficulty for a specific application.

Interpreting the MIBP floating potential signal, or the
MIBP collected-current to applied-bias-voltage ratio, in
determining plasma parameters, straightforwardly relies on
the elementary principle of magnetized-orbit particle traject-
ories. The review demonstrates that, while the use of even a
single MIBP allows us to obtain important additional inform-
ation about the plasma, the application of a closed/open com-
bination (i.e. a MIBP cluster), comprising one open and
one closed MIBP, filters out (decontaminates) unwanted-
parameter contributions from the signal of interest in a detailed
study of oscillatory processes. Knowledge of the spectra of
various plasma parameters, the cross-phases between vari-
ous parameters, and the cross coherences between them allow
us to study specific processes in detail, identify a process’
most important properties, and distinguish one process from
another.

Comparing and contrasting MIBP designs and applications
that have been documented in plasma research, and listing
the implementation convenience and diagnostic usefulness as
well as the inconvenience and drawbacks, is a focus of this
review. Correct MIB usage depends on choosing a suitable
probe theory having applicability to the plasma conditions of
interest and to the probe system at hand. Careless application
of theoretical models outside their realm of validity can lead
to systematic errors, partially or completely incorrect results,
and unfounded conclusions. Sometimes application of differ-
ent probe constructions makes it possible to make two or more
independent probe measurements of the same ac or dc plasma
observable, which can independently verify or refute a specific
methodology.

Note also that, in some cases, MIBP can be used in plasma
without a magnetic field or with a weak magnetic field that
is incapable of magnetizing the orbit of thermal particles in a
species population, i.e. not capable of a magnetic field strong
enough for independent operation of the MIBP, suppression
of the electron current. For this, a localized magnetic field can
be applied, which does not distort the global properties of the
plasma.
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